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Dispute Forces
Miller to Resig n
From Community
Hospital
By Jean Denny
Riverside Community Hospital in Riverside, California has lost
50% of the Blacks they had in management after a job demotion

nearly six months go forced 12 year veteran Sol Miller into retirement. And thus far he has not received his retirement money or
compensation time owed to him.
Miller, who says he is one of the nation's three highest ranking
Data Processors with GS-12 rating has 34 years of computer experience as a systems analyst, computer specialist and programmer. He
was replaced by Kathy Hutchinson who he said "has only been
working at the hospital for two years and doesn't even have command of the computer tenninology".
Miller, who worked as Director of Riverside Community
Hospital's Information Systems (HIS) was the chief of operations in
his department until July 25, 1990 when he said Hutchinson became
the director. He said he resigned because of what he refers to as a
demotion in his job.
Melody Mayberry-Stewart, who said she was Miller's boss, is
also Vice-President of the hospital and the other 50% of the Blacks
in management at the hospital. Though he was there before she
came to work at the hospital Miller said he had no objections to her
being his boss. "I didn't mind that, but this time it was different."
said Miller.
What Miller did say he minded was Stewart promoting
Hutchinson over him when she had only been at the hospital for
two years. "She wasn't more qualified than me. How can a person
they put in this position after two years qualify to supervise someone who's been here over a decade . "
Miller said he asked that same question to Alice Villa Nuevo,
Vice President of Human Resources at Riv erside Community
Hospital. He said her response was, whether he agreed or not, that
management had the ability to promote those they wanted on the
management team.
He said he was offended that the hospital would do this to him
after he had given them so many years of service. And he was upset
further because he feels that Stewart was used to get rid of him.
"Melody Mayberry - Stewart and Dave Patton.Hospital President
are the culprits", said Millec
Stewart was contacted concerning this matter and stated, 'I have
no comment concerning Sol Miller." Dr. Patton was also contacted
but did not respond as of press time.
In addition to what he feels was a forced retirement Miller has
not received any retirement money or compensation time.
"I
don't know what the hold up is. They said they've moved and lost
my papers. "
Miller also has to pay his own health insurance since he was
dropped by the hospital after retiring. He said his retirement money
and benefits are particularly important now since he's just few
months has way from being sixty. " I can get all the perks. There
are a lot of things I can do", he said.
Miller, the father of famous sports greats Cheryl, Reggie and
Darrell Miller of basketball and baseball fame, said his children
have kiqked in and helped with his financial needs. "If I hadn't had
the means to survive based on my age I'd be in trouble."
Though his retirement took place nearly six months ago, few
people including close friends knew of the unexpected retirement
until recently.
Miller who loved his job and wasn't' looking to retiring this soon
said he's coming forth now because he feels this shouldn't have happened to him. "And I hope I can help someone. I wouldn't to see
this happen to anyone else."

San Bernardino Valley Col g st dents conduct a silent march as part of a pre-holiday promotion of non-violence.
Carrying white balloons-an w aring white ribbons as a symbol of their pledge, students first gathered in the Greek
Theater to hear speakers hose Ii es had been person ally touched by violence.
Qlf

Angels Appoint Miller to PR Post

Urban League Host
Project Courage

The Angels made a meaningful hire the other day, appointing
D arrell Miller as d irector of
community relations, a move
th at goes beyond i ssues of
minority and quota.
This is a position that the
Angels-battered by fans
enraged at a ticket increase in
High Desert Black
the wake o f a woeful
Heritage To Meet
season-sorely needed, and the
personable, perceptive Miller,
The High Desert Black
brother of basketball play ers
,, Heritage Committee will
Reggie
and Cheryl Miller, seems
meet Monday, December
well
suited
for it, having opted
3, 6:30·pm at the Spirit of
,Tabernacle Church, 17111
t o end his playing career to
·stpddard Well s Road,
accept it. A catcher-outfielder
. Victorville. Plans will be
who began his career with the
Angels after attending Cal Poly
made fo~ the Marrin
Luther King and AA
Pomona, Miller, 31, spent the
History month programs.
1990 season in the Baltimore
call 619 245~7372.
and Seattle systems and had an
.,.-,
offer to play in Japan in 199 1,
but he said "I see guys playing
in the senior league who have
nothing else going for them, and
I didn't want to end up that way.
I might have played for a few
more years, but this opportunity
developed a comprehensive plan was too good to pass up. I'm
for California to address small really excited."
business and to track State legisFrom LA Tl~s Sports Stction 11123190
lation pertinent to small firms.
Also included in the plan was
the development of a California
Small Business Network, a consortium of over 200 small business groups and organizations in
the State.
While in Riverside, Mr.
Wright will tour the RCC Center
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a ';natip ''H~ eJ'eb phone n'umber;;withdy·ou
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their skin; ' butf by \the ' January 7 , 1991 or, · ·s elirc,t e.,d. v 1n
three
the cost is $10.
To RSVP call (714) 276 - content of tbeir, charac- brought in to 1•either the >diff~fe,Ht categories:
3400.
ter. ,I~ your ow_n ·w,.o rd.s · Riverside (3585 Mafn ~ e!:e;i~~~t!,!Y,. jr. high, and
e xp lain what h1s, state- ...Street Su, 201) or San h1gij~sc~ool.
ment means to you. ',t,;. • .Bel'nardino (1583 W .
,F,~r-Nmore information
Submit
a
d 'ouble- Baseline St.)
Black :call -Pa:'u_I ~tte .Brown at
spa~ed,
ty~A~~:fffe'.a:,, Voice office <'b y ,; 5:0g,.,(1l~tl8j; 0506. ,
Greater Riverside UL
will host Project Courage
Open House, Monday,
At.December 3, 5:30~ 7:30
p.m. at Bobby Bonds Park:
A host of dignitaries will
'be in attendance.

Business Center Hosts Luncheon
The newly established Inland
Empire Business Resource
Center will host a luncheon featuring Mr. Oscar Wright,
Administrator of Small Business
Administration, Region IX, on
Friday, December 14, 1990,
from 11 :45 to 1 :30, at the
Riverside Community College,
Bradshaw Student Center Hall
of Fame, 4800 Magnolia Ave.
In his capacity as Regional
Administrator, Wright is responsible for the management and
delivery of all Small Business
Administration programs in
California, Arizona, Nevada,
Hawaii and the former Trust
Territories of the Pacific including Guam, American Somoa and
the Marshall Islands.
Oscar Wright was the first
person to serve the State of
California as Small Business
Advocate. In that capacity he
served as ex-officio member of

ill:

o':}' .

Oscar Wright
the State's Small Business
Development Board, which
advises the Governor on matters
affecting small business in
California.
While with the State, Wright
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Established in January of 1973
The Black Voice Newspaper is a weekly published on Thursday by Hardy
Brown and Associates, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502. We may be
reached in Riverside at (714) 681-2862 and in San Bernardino at (714) 889-0506,
The Black Voice News sells for 50¢ per copy. Subscription rate Is $25 per year.
Out of state subscription is $29 per year.
Adjudicate, a legal newspaper of general circulation on July 8, 1974, case
number 108890 by the Superior Court of Riverside County.
The objective of The Black Voice Newspaper Is to communicate information lo
all members of The Inland Empire.
Stories published in the Black Voice News do not necessarily r eflect the policies
nor the opinions of the publishers.
T he Black Voice news is A audited by the Consumers Paper Ver lnlcallon
· Service at 7,500 copies per week.

Tony Brown

At his State of the Union
address in January, President
George Bush will announce an
We reserve the right lo edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publication.
"empowerment
agenda. "
Government will provide the
STAFF
tools, if people will accept
Hardy & Cheryl Brown
Publishers
responsibility for themselves ,
Paulette Brown
Executive Editor
Bush will tell us.
East Coast Editor
Hardy Brown, Jr.
In January, I'm also announcAssistant Editor Children's Features
Regina Brown
ing a new self-help alliance ,
Warren Carey
Distribution
called the Buy Freedom
Carl Dameron
Marketing Director
Network. I don't say this to
invite a comparison of resources
Production Assistant
Billy Johnson
(because there is none), rather to
Production Assistant
Shawndi Johnson
compare the limitations of government
when confronted with
Advertisers should contact Cheryl Brown or Carl Dameron In Riverside at
an imaginative use of new tech(714) 682-6070 or in San Bernardino at (714) 889-0506.
nology and grassroots flexibility.
Bush's attempt to use the free
enterprise system to alleviate
poveny and poor education will
include tax credits that will
allow the working poor (the old
middle class) to put som e
Dear Editor:
money into tax-free savings
The same state that voted down a holiday for Rev. Martin Luther accounts for health care and
King's birthday appears to have a history of retroactlve/repressive education.
Bush will appoint an
attitudes toward change and African American culture in particular.
I happened to be going through some old back issues of Billboard Empowerment Task Force headMagazine, when I ran across this article titled "3 Stations Battle As ed by Jack Kemp, Secretary of
Arizona Experiences Rock Revival" in one dated July 14, 1979. the Department of Housing and
1979 of course, was the year anists such as Donna Summer, Chic, Urban Development, that wi ll
Sister Sledge, and the Godfather of Funk George Clinton through also recommend that lowhis bands Funkadelic, Parliament, William Bootsy Collin's Rubber income people who live in housBand and the Brides of Funkenstein were big. It was also, unfortu- ing projects buy their apartments
hately, the year of widespread censorship of these and many other
~ists in what became to be known as white-mainstream America's
"backlash" against disco music (actually All Black music since it
was convenient to label it "disco" and condemn it as such), not at
all unlike the backlash and censorship that is being directed at rap
music today. Arizona was right up there with Chicago (infamous
for its brand of Illinois Nazis, which I will refer back to later), in
By John E. Jacob
carrying on with its tirades against disco music.
Under intense pressure from the state's large and boisterous popWe've had about two decades
ulation of red-necks, 3 F.M. radio stations changed their formats
wonh
of experience with varifrom top 40 (or similar formats) to hard rock to avoid playing disco
music. The most reactionary of these was KUPD, whose program ous forms of affirmative action.
director, John Sebastion, trumpeted "We try to play pure, good, old It has proved an effective means
fashioned rock & roll. We play no disco whatsoever. And no bub- of opening job and educational
blegum. All pure-bred rock ... ". He meant what he said; the station opportunities fo r African
began holding "no disco" weekends, which consisted of a steady Americans, women, and other
diet of Led Zeppelin, Rolling Stones, etc. along with the smashing minorities.
But it has also proved an
of disco records. This not only shows how serious this particular
director was about turning back the clock (which was probably the effective li ghtening rod for
reason why he was no longer working at L.A. 's KHJ), but he was myths and misinformation.
A prime example was the
unashamed about endorsing censorship as a means to con plete this
iask. But what I really took note of, was Sebastion' choice of way the Administration labeled
words in his condemnation of the music then emer ing from the Civil Rights Act of 1990 a
America's African-American community. Words like "pure" and "quota" bill - as if any steps to
The Black Voice news Is also a member of the West Coast Black Publishers
Association ( WCBPA) and the National Newpaper Publishers Association
(NNPA).

Letters to the Editor

and a school choice initiative
that will provide parents with
vouchers to chose their children's schools.
Not only are these proposals
very thoughtful, they are innovative by bureaucratic standards.
And it 's most admirable that, as
Kemp says, something needs to
be done about the fact that
Blacks are 12 percent of the
population, but own only half of
one percent of the assets in
America.
But government is government. The bigger it gets, in my
opinion, the worse it gets good intentions not withstanding. Moreover, government is
seen more and more as a process
to further the careers and, in too
many cases, pocketbooks of
those elected to serve us. And
this corruption o f delegated
power has ·pervened the democratic process of servi ce to the
people.
Therefore, whi le I wish
Misters Bush and Kemp well,
my hopes will not rest on their
ability, and certainly not the policymakers, to change the condition of the Black community or
improve the Black-White ownership ratio of assets in America.
In fact, their program is using an
old economic model with a rusty
government engine, no matter
how much it is dressed-up with
new self-help initiatives.
Ironically, it will be the Buy
Freedom Network that will
demonstrate genuine free e!'lterprise by combining the latest
electronic technology and the
old custom of extended family.
The Buy Freedom Network
" 1-900" national telecommunications service will link 30 million Black consumers, churches
and organizations and their $350

billion via a touch tone phone to
Black-owned firms that are dedicated to community building
and non-Black businesses that
enrich the Black community
with programs and jobs.
A Buy Freedom Shopper's
Club, for example, will provide
a talking directory of these Buy
Freedom Businesses that give
substantial discounts and a talking electronic Bulletin Board
Hot Line that will announce
business opportunities or simply
offers to meet other people.
Information on listing your
business on the talking
Directory and Buyer's Guide;
using the Barter Hot Line to
trade without cash; money for
college; advice on the best
schools; moneymaking offers; a
Black histo ry qu iz and cash
prizes; buying d irectly from
Black farmers to save the land;
$10,000 in cash and prizes for
members of our Shopper's Club;
and a free book (available to
businesses and churches only)
by Dr. Maylor Fitzhugh, professor and corporate executive, on
how to start and run a business
- will all be available if you
have a touch tone phone.
The Buy Freedom campaign
is now on the telephone. I'll provide the 900 number in the next
few weeks for this one-stop connection to information on Black
America. Immediate information for businesses: (212) 5750876.
This self-help network has
been designed to emphasize
Black culture, build self-esteem
and promote economic self-sufficiency
among
Black
Americans. A portion of the
funds will be used to establish a
Buy Freedom TV Network, a
home shopping service on cable

to promote Buy Freedom
Businesses and a SelfEmployment Enterprise Fund
that will make loans to start or
expand small businesses.
This entire apparatus was created as a way to implement the
Buy Freedom economic resolution passed by the 150 groups of
the newly-formed National
Association
of
Black
Organizations (MA BO) last
August. NABO urged that Black
America "support Buy Freedom
as a tool for economic development."
Any government help is welcomed, but government is government, we must rememb~r.
However. the flexibility of lhe
citizenry is much more suitable
to the new technology in solving
our own problems Both. of
course can compliment one
another.
Both President Bush's and 1be
Buy Freedom Netwark's
empowerment programs kickoff in January. However, Bush
will be riding in a government
buggy driven by a politir ·
horse while the Buy Freedom
Network will ride the airwaves
using a touch tone phone in a hitech electronic information system.
Watch technology win and 30
million Black people with $350
billion talk to one another and
do business with one another for
the first time.

TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL TV series can be seen in
Los Angeles on Sunday,
Channel 28 at 10 A. M. It can
also be seen on Channel 58,
Tuesday at 8:30 P. M. Please
consult listings.

Affirm8' ive Action Myths

ovP.rr.nmP. ioh c1isr.rimin:ition

''P-nnc1" in hi'- rP.fP.rP.nr.P. to wh:it !:n m:inv A ri7nn :in'- nP.rr.P.ivP.c1 :is

acceptable (and white), and especially his phrase "pure-bred" doesn't this sound too much like the rhetoric we heard from acertain German Chancellor about 45 or 50 years back who went with
the first name Adolph, in his references to Aryan cultural and racial
purity? Undoubtedly, the white-male vanguard of Arizona in 1979
made clear its preference for Led Zeppelin over Donna Summer,
and the state's media meekly submitted to the Neanderthals desire
to force their preference on everyone in that state, just as they have
' done again in the election of 1990. I say a complete boycott of
Arizona's tourist industry is in order don't go there unless you abso, ' -Iutely have to - and even then, spend as little money there as possible.
,
While we're on the subject of censorship-we are told that the
, ; ; :A.C.L.U. (American Civil Liberties Union) is an enlightened, pro';'. ,gressive organization-right? Or is it? In the 70's, where was the
, :: •.A.C.L.U. when white America was so busy smashing and blowing
: , :up disco records to keep the country safe for "good ol' rock U roll"
, : {to maintain cultural "purity" as in Arizona?)?
1
· •• Answer: In Illinois, defending the American Nazi Party in its
: : )march through the Jewish neighborhood of Skokie. Anyone
~: · · member that debacle?
This past year, where was the A.C.L.U. when Louisiana was
passing a record-labeling law primarily aimed at rap music-and
Florida was banning the sale of 2 Live Crew's album in that state
(these two sound a lot like Arizona) while pressing obsenity charges
against the rap group (of which they have been acquired)?
Answer: In Washington D.C., defending the Ku Klux Klan in it
march there.
A.C.L.U. - you've got some explaining to do!
Chris Ellis
,

available to correct for the sys- ers in a cannery. And some
highly publicized programs remtemic exclusion of minorities.
Even in those rare instances, edy past hiring dis~rimination
no affi rm ative action program for police officers and firemen.
Most affirmative action pro- whether voluntary or court
ordered - force s employers grams broaden opportunities for
hire persons not otherwise quali- people who do not have the education and training to get prestified for the job.
The pu rpose of affi rmative gious jobs as corporate execuaction programs is to open tives.
Of course, many companies
opportunities for those denied
them by discrimination in our have affirmative action programs designed to increase the
society.
number
of female and minority
They are a way of focusing
minds and energies on including managers. That's because manpeople who had been - and still agement was a white male prerogative, and without special
are - excluded.
ThP. mvthm:ilo~rs will snmP.-

automatically implies quotas. times grant that, but then go on
They don't, and never have. But to claim that affirmative action
the quota myth is a pernicious just helps advantaged minorities
one that continues to surface.
Who would make it on their own
No affirma tive action pro- and does nothing for the poor.
gram I know of has ever had a
That j ust demonstrates their
quota. Some have numerical ignorance about affirmative
guidelines as an aid to measur- action programs, most of which
ing the effectiveness of the pro- open entry-level jobs to minoritie~ who had previously been
gram.
Some programs ordered by tlllemployed or underemployed.
the courts to remedy illegal disOne of the wrong-headed
criminatory practices have man- Su preme Court decisions the
dated preferential hiring. But Civil rights Act of 1990 would
only as a last reson remedy and have reversed involved discrimionly when no other remedy was nation against low-wage work-

I~

Is the African
"We hold these truths to be
self-evident, That all men are
created equal, that they are
endowed by their creator with
certain unalienable rights;that
among these are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. These
words were bellowed from the
lips of our nation's fou nders
over two hundred years ago. Do
these words apply to all people.
If so, then why is the African
American male considered an
endangered species.
This question was the focus,
theme, and follow-up of a
California Legislative Black
Caucus hearing on the
Sacramento, California television talk show, "Spectrum".

The story deadline for The
Black Voice News is Fr'faay at 5
PM. All stories submitted after
that day will run in the
following weeks issue.
\

w.r.mitmP.nt :inc1 tr:iininP- P.fforts

program and not to their own
talent
That's an argument I 've never
been able to figure out. Would
their self-esteem be heightened
if there were no affirmative
action program and they didn't
get the job because of persistent
discriminatory stereotyping?
And why don't we hear white
males crying about the 1088 of
their self-esteem in the face of
black suspicions that they got
their jobs through a system that
affirmatively favors white
males?
My advice to those cry babies
is tn P-mw nn :inc1 w.r.oPTli7.e, rti;ir

if someone thinks you owe ·your
it still would be.
The myth that affirmative job to an affirmative action proaction hurts economic efficiency gram, its their problem, not
is also absurd. If anything, it yours.
And its time for the rest o f us
improves it since it is a device to
help employers to go outside the to grow up too, and recog;nize
shrinking pool of white males to that in a society that is stil 1 far
find talent among the other half from being color-blind, affi1rmative action is one important tool
of the working population.
Then there's the myth fos- in the arsenal to make our socitered by some black academics ety more fair and just for all.
and their conservative friends
that affirmative action hurts the
self-esteem of its beneficiaries
QY subjecting them to suspicions
that they owe their job to the

merican Male An Endangered Species ?
A group of expen wimesses,
who conducted research in the
a ea of the African American
male, testified and discussed
why so many African American
niates are high school dropouts,
jobless, gang members, incarcerated, and infected with the
aid virus.
The panel of expects concluded that the African American
male is an endangered species
use a large majority of them
drown themselves in the dire
straits that exist in their ·communities, without seeing a positive
array of hope. The African
erican male also views himself as an outsider to a society
that still fails to accept him as a

human being, and judge him by
t he contents of h is character
rather than the color of his skin
(And the resurgence of racism in
America certainly doesn't help.).
Furthermore, his view of positive role models and good moral
values are distorted by the
deviant behaviors he sees, imitates, and adopts from his community. And the problems perpetuate themselves from generation to generation as the African
American male is killed at the
hands of others or are killed at
the hands of each other.
One of the panel members,
Darnell Cool ey, Western
Regional Director of Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Inc., stated

that his organization is committed to involving itself to address
these social-economic ills.
S.A.T.A.P. (Sigma Attacks
Teenage Pregnancy) and the
Sigma Beta Club are two programs offered by Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Inc. to do just
this. S.A.T.A.P. 's goal is to
focus on adolescence African
American male pregnancy prevention. While the goal of the
Sigma Beta Oub, an educational
program of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc., is to provide
leadership skills for its members, encourage academic excellence; motivate its membe1rs to
attend college and pursue a
(Continued on Page 10)
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The words "not tonight, dear"
can mean rejection when the
need for intimacy is strongest.
Even relationships that withstand all kinds of hardship may
crumble when a spouse feels
undesired.
The number of couples seeking help for the not-tonight-dear
syndrome has increased dramatically, reports a recent issue of
Reader's Digest.
"Lack of sexual interest is the
most common problem people

bring to therapists," says Shirley
Zussman, a past president of
LHC American Association of
Sex Educators, Counselors and
Therapists.
In "Put Sizzle Back in Your
Marriage," excerpted from the
book "Not Tonight, Dear," Dr.
Anthony Pictropinto and
Jacqueline Simalure share
advice from 22 leading sex ther:,
apists.
•·
1) Think intimacy, not sex.
You can't expect desire to stay

high consistently without
expending some energy. Desire
does wane as partners grow
accustomed to each other.
Intimacy is the antidote.
Patients often tell therapists
they are bored because they
know everything about their
mates. Yet they haven't had a
meaningful conversation in
years. Each day you have a slew
of new ideas and experiences to
share with your mate.
Make sex a regular part of
your schedule. If neither spouse
wants sex at that moment, use
. '.; the time to talk or play together.
,. .
.Frequent sex may not be absoHome Economist
most leavening agents (baking ' tutely essential for a healthy
University of California .
powder and baking soda). You marriage, but emotional intimaCooperative Extension,. '
ca11 usuallyreduce the amount' cy is.
9UESTION:J !{o-w. can l ~: o'( fhe~~.,lrigredients and .~till.,,, 2) Communicate. Don't make
:cte·c rease?Jpe'. s¥g'1.r; f~t and\; · hav~igood qifality prodti~t/.'if<;.. i YOUr spouse guess at your likes
·s odium c6i1tenF iij\ @Y: b~Jfod"' .. J>' U~e'\l lfteaspoon ·salt;per ' ·'or dislikes in lovemaking. Talk
'products?/
. . . " . •.•.. .
cup of flo"llrjn yeast breads. < ,
less sugar may be more like a
ANSWER:
the holidays
o Use'only half the amount of . quick bread than a cake.)'
approach, baking is high on salt caUedJor in baked products
o Use 1 tablespoon sugar per
many of our listsi It is possible other than yeast breads. ,
cup of flour in muffins and quick
.to.bake products that are "Dietry
o Use I 1/4 teaspoons baking bresds.
Guideline" style . .we aU. know powder per pup of flour in
o Use only 1 teaspoon sugar
't hat sugar and fat affect the biscuits, muffins, or waffles.
per cup of flour in yeast breads.
tenderness and volume. of baked
O Use l teaspoon baking
O The minimum amount offat
products.\ffowher'. Jifs>'possible, · pow9erper,cup of flour in cakes. ·. xfot muffins;< quick breads, and
tObake ·µsmg'. less siiiar·and ~at> <,oSugai ;P.>Lt ·
, ,,
·· biscuits is 1 to 2 tablespoons per
Here are some ways to reduce
"o Use lf.2 cup sugar per cup cup of flour.
.
ihe. sodium; fat and sugar.
· of flour in cakes. (Cakes with
o Some yeast breads, such as
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about personal feelings.
moments in your relationship. chology at the University oT::,,
Dr. Evalyn S. Gendel, direc- You'll probably find the differ- Pittsburgh School of Medicine:: :':
tor of the Hum an Sexuality ence lies in the things you did What surprised her were that the: , ,
Program at the University of before-conversations, walks relationships were thriving: , '
California School of Medicine at and quiet dinners together.
"Even among happily married
San Francisco, encou rages
4) Be realistic. Discard false couples, lack of desire for sex
patients to recall happy memo- expectations that sexual desire occurs frequently," Frank con~
ries: "I ask them to tell me about will always be as strong in a eludes.
·
when things were the very best good relationship as it was in the
5) Try changing perspectives:
between you and what you liked beginning.
If one partner in your relation; ,
to do together."
"The attitude that we should ship wants sex more often, have
Her point: intellectual stimu- be in a perpetual state of erotic the low-desire partner take the
lation and closeness are human bliss is a fantasy," says Dr. initiative for a while. This will
needs as much as sex is. The ori- T homas D. Stewart, a New help ensure that each under; , ·
gins of you r desire fo r your Haven, Conn., psychiatrist.
stands the partner's point o f_
spouse prob ably began as a
Going without sex from time view.
'
response to the total person, not to time is far from unique. In a
(For a free reprint of " Put
as a purely physical attraction.
recent study of 100 couples who Sizzle Back in Your Marriage,i
3) Surprise yourselves. Utter were satisfied with their mar- send a stamped, s!elf-addressed
predictableity can kill desire. Be riages, 35 percent of the women envelope to Reader's Digest;
spontaneous. Excitement gener- and 16 percent of the men Reprint Manager, Dept. DI 090;
ally lies in a setting or circum- reponed a lack of interest in sex, Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570.)
j
stance, rather than in a tech- reports Ellen Frank, associate
ni qu e. Th ink about the best professor of psychiatry and psyEilgli sh ' muffins' and 'frenc}:l · . rolled cookiescaffmake 'a dough are open w~r, ·
.,-,
. bread, can be made without any +that is difficult'tcl roll qut/ " i
fat. •·
.,
,'.
Source: OS.DA Home &
The minimum am'cihm of.fat Garden BuUe(i9 232-( If you
for cakes is 2 tablespoons' per, have questioos'. you w9uld like
cup of flour. .
.
.
answered, wrife to E'unice 1'. '
o Soft drop cookies generally . ,, Williams~ri. H9me Eeonomist,
,contain less fat than crisp rolled' Universitx:, ❖-~ q,;;;·\Galiforni,a
,cookies. T he / fat le-vel can''' Cooperatiye''§ ~fension; 7J!SQ't\l
usually be adjustecl)\toic ) ' . Box Spting~'.'.:Rl fad, 21rfcfre:no . .~
tablespoons per cup 'of flour:· . Valley, cA·;;t: 92387 '. ,. UC,
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1986 Accident Victim Recovers In SBVC ~daptive Physical Education Courses
For John Moore, 47, of San
Bernardino, every day is
Thanksgiving and with good reason. During 1986, Moore was
unconscious for seven weeks out
of the nine months he was hospitalized after a motorcycle accident
Today, working out on specialized equipment in San
Bernardino Valley College's
adaptive physical education class,

Moore gues~s he has returned to
"about 70 percent close to normality."
"There are some good miracles in Heaven, and I'm thankful
that I'm company in Redlands.
He uses two canes to walk among
pieces of body building equipment in the SBVC gymnasium. I
was badly cut up in the accident
when a guy turned left in front of
my motorcycle, but my helmet

saved my life," he told a visitor to thing even a five-year-old kid
the college's PE open house.
could do. Now at Valley, I do all
Moore had driven 1100cc this stuff and hope to be at least
Honda touring cycle to North and fairly close to normality. Right
South Carolina and back to no w I' m close to 70 percent,"
California not long before the Moore said.
accident that so disabled him that
, Jerry Rafferty, 55, of Canyon
surgery was required to loosen
ake was attending brain trauma
his contorted feet once he
essions to overcome the effects
regained consciousness.
f a stroke he suffered seven
"It was a long time before, I · years ago when he learned about
could even tie my shoes, some- Valley College's adaptive program.
"My legs are much stronger
since I started coming to this
cl ass about three years ago,"
ards: too much or too little sun Rafferty said. He exhibited a
or rain; destruction by pests, dis- strong shoulder pull from wall
ease, hail or fire; overgrowth of
bush, vines and weeds; or theft
from the fields.
At harvest time, the trees are
tagged, cut, and bundled on
trucks and railroad cars bound
for retail lots around the country.
On choose and cut farm s,
trees remain in the field until
selected and cut by individuals
and families.
Both the choose and cut fann
and the Christmas tree retail lot
help renew the age-old tradition
of selecting a Real Christmas
tree as the center of the holiday
celebration.

The Real Christmas Tree: A Labor Of LoV
If you think that growing
Christmas trees is just a happygo-lucky, gain-with-no-pain
occupation, think again .
Growing Christmas trees takes a
great deal of time and requires
expertise in farm ing, business
and marketing.
The cultivation of Christmas
trees is truly an all-American
industry; over 90% of the 36
million real trees sold in
America each year are grown in
the U.S.
Contrary to popular belief,
there's more to Christmas tree
fanning than simply planting a
seedling and watching it grow.
Christmas tree growing is a
year-round job that takes a great

deal of patience and diligence. It
can take an average of 7 years
for a tree to reach a retail sale
height of 6 feet. For the new
grower, that means a long-time
investment before he sees any
return.
Typically the growing process
begins in. a nursery where superior seed is planted and grown to
two-year-old seedlings, and then
transplanted
to
Christmantations.
The work for the grower continues - several times a year, the
trees must be shaped and pruned
to produce the full, conical trees
that consumers demand.
During its growth period, the
Christmas tree faces many haz-

OUR
BODIES

Langer and Rick O'Connor, botp
38, stand by to assure that stu:
dents are working within tht
range prescribed for them by
physicians. Several of the stu;
dents had long periods of private
psychical therapy before they
make the step towards body
strengthening at Valley College. :
There are eight sessions ip
adaptive therapy scheduled for~
spring term tin February. Mail-ifl
registration begins in December.
Classes start Feb. 4. For infonnation, call Pauline January at
(714) 888-6511 , ext. 1470. The
college is at 701 South Mt
Vernon Ave.

sneezes at the sight of my loveJy waief >did. Pi stilled water
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al'.?<nii:~~!tilig,prqcedures. Soap
You may find hope in the or sha~poo isp't 11eeded, th;
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KCOP-TV Cha nel 13 Sponsors Two Day Program

o,-i:is'. :, to~

" Vision For The. Nineties: Every Women's Guide For The Decade"
KCOP-TV, Channel 13 in
association with Lucky Stores,
AT&T, Chevrolet/GEO and
KOST Radio present a two-day
event at the Los Angeles
Convention Center Dec. 1-2
devoted to providing an
inspirational, informational and
fun forum for mapping effective
family strategies and guidelines
for the nineties.
The event, "Vision For The
Nineties: Every Women's
Guide For The Decade," will
highlight presentations by over
seventy well known women and
men including such important
speakers as Olympia Dukakis,
Donna Mills, Ria Moreno,
Cheryl Tiegs, Rhea Pearlman
and U.S. Surgeon General
Antonia Nov.ello.
Other
presentations include authorities
on such subj ects as careers;
business and finance; family
and child care; the environment;
sports, health and fitness; and
lifestyles.
In addition to keynote
addres ses on these issues.
There will be more than a dozen
seminars covering a broad range
of topics. Expe rts in each

cables.
John Granada, 29, of San
Bernardino, was born with spina
bifica, a spinal defect, and has
used a wheelchair most of his
life.
With a cheerful smile as he
allowed a visitor to hold open a
door for home, Granada talked
about his progress in Pauline
January's adaptive PE classes. He
talked about working the leg lefts,
which are "making me stronger."
Granada is enthusiastic about a
future after he finishes his studies
in business management at
Valley.
Student assi stants Marty

· .. reduse Fel I>-~~
fl c~~' Fe!
geFYf.i~~tc) i.i~se4lo a. dip ll!
the maj br ~"aus'.~''oJ a', person·s i the t~"T' ~f~iffi¢ufftrick \\'ith
..· . •· allergic fyil£t~oij'io'cats: G. ivillg •. qld~r.;£'.~tsf,tj!il-t~:f?irly simpl~
. . cats medications didh 't work,
kitteiit .
.

V. '
h · · •.• n
.
category will participate in
Othe r highlights include
, .iOU Or t e ·~ at
panels for each seminar.
cooking demonstrations by Los
Among the many other Angeles Chefs, Face Makeparticipants are: Cartoonist Overs and Fashion Shows by
Cathy Guisewite, creator of the the Broadway department stores
A portion of the proceeds
Kinder-Care learning centers Dec 2.
Tickets will be
comic strip, "Cathy"; actor Ed focusing on trends for the 90's. from ticket sales will go to local will provide free child care for available at the door at $5.00
Begley Jr.; Activist and Some
the
participation non-profit organizations. In children between the ages of perday.
, ,
Attorney Gloria Allred; Tracy rest aurants include ci ty addition, KCOP-TV will ma~e two and eight.
For more information please'~ : : :
Hotchiner, author of "Pregnancy restaurant, Patina, Engine No. substantial donations to the
'
I '
The event will run f rom contact Sue Raymer, Media•~,',
and Childbirth"; Marcey Kelly, 28, Ne w Won Kok and specific charities supported by 10am to 6pm on Saturday, Dec. Supervisor at (714) 851-1000';: '
I <'I'
President and Women in Film; Mandelay.
the speakers.
1, and 10am to 4pm on Sunday, ex.462.
,,
Ann Lynch, National PTA--- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - President; and Janis Gabay,
1990 Teacher of the Year.
The event will feature a
resource center comprised of
Riverside - As part of its to be a co-sponsor of KVCR 's program gives viewers a chance produced completely in Spanishv
over 40 non-profi t/charity ongo ing commitment to the fine programming," sai d to participate in discussions of "Impacto" looks at the,
booths offering counseling, Inland
Empire,
Kaiser Medical Director Michael A. s ubjects such as domestic happenings and concerns of the'.
information and one-on-one Permanente recently presented a Neri , MD. "We chose to co- violence, teen pregnancy, the Inland Empire's Hispanic.
consultation services for $10,000 g rant to KVCR-T V sponsor programs which will Inland Empire 's economic community, and is hosted by
attendees.
(Channel 24), the Inland impact and benefit seve ral development, and other topics.
Alfredo Gonzalez of KCAL
KCOP will provide space for Empire ' s public televisi on ethnic groups, for it is Kaiser
-Ebony Issues (Mondays, 7:30-8 Spanish Radio.
a job fair benefiting the career station. The grant was presented Permanente 's intention to serve p.m.), a monthly interview and
-Asia Now (8: 30-9 p.m.), a
planning center, a non-profit on behalf of the Kaiser all sectors of our community."
discussion program which brings weekly show covering today's.
organization which assists Permanente Fontana and
The grant will help to co- together important black leaders issues, needs, and desires of the,;'°
women of all ages, incom e Riverside medical centers, and spon sor
the
following wi.tnin the Inland Empire Asian-Ame rican community':
le vels
and
educational it will be used to support programs:
community. Tile show presents a throughout the Inland Empire. .•
background in career planning. se ve ral
community and
-On Call (Tuesdays, 7:30-9 regular look at the needs, desires,
Kaiser Permanente serves:
Exhibits and advi se on job ethnically-diverse programs p.m.), a monthly, live, call-in and concerns of the black more than 100,000 Health Plan
opportunit ies and career aired on the local station, which show which tackles issues of community, through guests and me mbers in the Riv e rside:·
information will be provided by is based at Valley Community interest to Inland Empire lively di~ons.
service area, and more than 2.6 •
major
companies
from College, San Bernardino.
residents. Hosted by KCBS
-Impacto (Mondays, 7:30-8 million members in Southern:·
throughout Southern California.
"Kaiser Permanente is proud , producer Charles Roberts, the p.m.), a bi -weekly program California.
:
••
V

•

,

rocess'witli

:i@J~fr~~~•~~i:;;,;~1:Jlk~~;;\,p ·"•"' .~, .

Kaiser Fontana and Riverside Medical Centers Support Public Television:, ·, -
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Coors Receives Good Corporate.Citizenship Three Awards "BUYERS" Market?
: : , • In what is merely the latest Uniworld; and for Coors'
: ; ; '. ; evidence of its leadership role in "Couples" (aka, "It's the Right
· good corporate citizenship, Dream") television commercial,
.~ Coors Brewing Company was also produced by Uniworld.
The award for the "Martin
recently awarded three of the
, top prizes in the prestigious Luther King Scrapbook," noted
; CEBA
(Communications that it was a unique radio series
: Excellence to Black Audiences) featuring remembrances of their
father by King's children. The
• Awards competition.
Coors' awards were presented "Couples"-or-"It's the Right
• at CEBA's annual banquet, host- Dream"-television commercial
ed by some of the brightest was cited as one of the best kind
; names in the entertainment of positive role model advertis' world. Some of the stars who ing ever presented, as was the
, hosted the event included "His Truth is Marching On" ad
Daphne and Tim Reid, Melba
Created by the World institute
' . Moore, Jackee, Avery Brooks of Black Advertising over 12
and Sheryl Lee Ralph, along years ago, the CEBA Awards are
with television anchorwoman, designed to recognize the agen' Roz Abrams. Ms. Moore cies, advertisers and individuals
, brought the house down with a who have done the most to pro~ stirring rendition of the Black mote positive images for the
~ National Anthem, "Lift Ev'ry
$240 billion black consumer
1
market. Like other award recipVoice and Sing."
CEBA made the awards to ients, Coors was cited for recog: Coors for three memorable nizing basic human dignity, cul, advertising, radio _ and promo- tural differences and ethnic
~ tional campaigns, including the
pride and for honoring both the
Coors-sponsored "Martin Luther African American perspectives.
: ,King Scrapbook," produced by
CEBA 1990 co-chairmen, J.
: American Media; the Coors- Bruce Llewellyn and Alexander
: sponsored ad, "His Truth is Kroll both noted that African:·Marching On," produced by America_ns have come a long

L to R Roz Abrams - New York Anchorwoman, Ivan Burwell_ Coor
National Manager, Valarie Graves - Uniworld Company, Moses
Brewer - Coors National Asssistant Community Relatins, Sheryl
Lee Ralph - Actress

way in the American medi a.
Said Llewellyn, "AfricanAmericans in the media have
made huge strides. There was a
time when you could look in the
mass mirror and not see it
reflected in the media. No w
there are 10 major television
series with predominantly black
casts." Kroll adds, "Now, when
you say, "Mirror, mirror on the

wall, who's the fairest of them
all, 'the answer isn't always
Snow White."
Also on hand at the CEBA
Awards banquet were such stars
and dignitaries as Phyllis
Hyman, Herbie Hancock, Jesse
Jackson, Quincy Jones and Don
Cornelius.

·Save Money On your Taxes
November 13,1990 - If you
are a Californian investor look: ing for current income, think of
: this: For every dollar of income
: earned on your investments, you
: may be paying over 39%--or 39
: cents-in taxes. The average
: Californian investor works from
: January 1st until May 4th or 124
: full days of work - just to pay
: taxes. So today, more than ever,
: investors are timing to munici: pal bond mutual funds to legally
: avoid paying taxes on invest: ment income.
Sales of tax-exempt munici. pal bond mutual funds have skyrocketed this year. According to
. the Investment ~ompany
· organization, nearly half, or
. 46.5%, of all tax-exempt mutual
. funds sold during the first half
: of 1990 were to Californian
: investors.
• ''Taxes have been at a 53 year
• low, federal budget problems,
, and the fear of war in the
• Middle East, will result in most
• investors
• Where Does Your Unearned
' Income Go?

An investor with a taxableincome- of S47 ,000 will keep
than fifty cents of every dollar
of taxable- unearned Income
after seeing their-taxes to go up
rather than down". said William
Loring, Portfolio Manager of the
Colonial California Tax-Exempt
Trust; "So it is no surprise that
investors are turning to taxexam funds to lessen their tax
burden".
Favorable supply and demand
factors make this market
extremely attractive for
investors Income generated
from municipal bond mutual
funds can provide investors with
current income free from
taxes. The Tax Reform Act of
1986 had a strong impact
COLONIAL on the municipal bond market because it eliminated other tax favored investments. As a result, Group of
Mutual Funds the supply of
municipal bonds has declined
significantly while demand has
steadily increased.
Investors also benefit from
low volatility and government
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of Lotteiy.'Tickets-for you antt-rilJll
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backing. According to Lori ng,
"Foreign investors are not major
players
in
the
mu ni
market-resulting in lower
volatility than other U.S. securities markets. The municip al
bond market is the last domestically controlled security market
in America". Municipal bonds
are second only to Federal government bonds in terms of safety
of principal and interest
Municipal bond yields cannot
be beaten without significantly
increasing risk. A tax equivalent
yield is used to compare the
yield of a municipal bond fu_nd
to a taxable investme nt. For
example, assuming a tax-free
California tax bracket (39.23%)
must find a taxable investment
yielding 11.52 % to receive the
same level of after tax income
as the tax-exempt fund. "Where
can you find a 11.52% taxable
yield with the same low level of
risk as a municipal bond fund?"
said Colonial 's Loring, "You
can't".
Investors receive more than
just a good investment when

they buy tax-exempt bonds. By
investing in a California municipal bond fund, you are making
an investment in your community's
essential
services.
Municipal bonds are issued by
State and local governments to
fund projects such as roads, hospitals, schools and nursing
homes, or to stimulate industrial
growth.
Colonial Investment Services,
Inc. is the distributor of Colonial
mutual funds. A prospectus can
be obtained from Colonial by
calling (800) 248-2828.
Investors should read the fund
p spectus before investing.
ounded in 1931, The
nation's oldest and most experienced investment advisors. In
1989 , Forbes Magazine named
Colonial the 7th best small company in America. Colonial mana ges 42 funds with assets of
approximately $7.6 billion for
more than 400,000 investors,
including approximately $3 billio n in nine open-ended and
three closed-ended tax-exempt
funds.

Everi though statistics indicate that real estate sales activity
on a statewide basis have
remained reasonably strong
when compared with 1989,
there are pocket areas throughout the state where.sales are suffering. Since the State of
California has not experienced
this sort of a market in several
years, it is important to go "back
to the basics" in an attempt to
deal with this type of sales
activity.
Listing price, is the home listed at a fair market value? It may
be time, to order an independent
appraisal to fairly determine
today's mark.et value.
Enhancing marketability with
attractive financing; Assuming
the home is listed at fair mark.et
value, but is still not selling,
creative financing options can
help enhance the marketability
of the home. These options
would include any of the following ideas: 1) Seller carried
second trust deeds: This form of
financing always surfaces more
predominantly in a buyer the
luxury of applying for a lower
loan amount on a new first trust
deed, thus eliminating the need
for private mongage insurance.
Remember the 80/10/10 mortgage? I 0% down, 10% seller
carried second, and a new 80%
first trust deed. Did you know
that secondary financing is even
allowable on a new VA first
trust deed? 2) seller paid closing
costs: Many buyers earn enough
to qualify for a loan, but are
short on cash. Why not pay all
the buyers non-recurring closing
costs lieu of a price reduction?
3) VA financing: while VA
financing certainly does not
qualify as creative financing, it
becomes much more predominant in a buyers market, since
the seller must pay the discount
points for a veteran to secure a
VA loan. However, since 40%
of all eligible home buyers are
veterans, this is a segment of the
market that cannot be ignored.
VA loans currently allow for a
veteran with full entitlement to
secure a 184,000 loan with no
down payment 4) Seller funded
temporary buy downs: Many
buyers have been shut out of the .
market due to their inability to
.qualify for loans. In this scenario, a seller assisted buy down
would make far more sense than
a price reduction on a home.

Larry Jet Hines Realtor
Loans may be bought down on a
3-2-1,2-1-0, or 1-0 basis. For
instance, on a 3-2- 1 buy down,
the borrower's payments would
start at 3% below the note rate
the first year, increase to 2%
below the note rate the second
year, 1% below the note rate the
third year and would go to the
note the third year and would go
to the note rate in the fourth
year of the loan. Buy downs can
be utilized\ on an annual or
sem i-annual basis. Basic
underwriting requirements
depend on the loan type and
investor. 5) Mortgage revenue
bond financing: In many areas
throughout the State of
California, mortgage company
is involved in mortgage revenue
bond financing for first time
home buyers. Currently, interest
rates on these programs arc in
the low 8% range, and include
the availability of FHA, VA,or
Conv entional
financing.
Mortgage company offers this
form o f financing through
CHFA (California Housing
Finance Agency) and currently
has first time home buyer
financing available in the following counties or cities:
Sacramento
County.Kern
County, Los Angeles, Riverside
County, San Bernardino County.
I believe that it is safe to
assume all buyers would prefer
to have a fixed interest rate
mortgage. However, it is
important to be aware of the
existence of Graduated Payment
Mortgage Programs, as well as
other recently introduced programs such as the DNMA "2step," and all types of ARM
(adjustable rate mortgage) loans.
It is important to work with a
pro fessional to assist you in
developing financing options for
you. Call me for help with this
or any other real estate matter..

Cooley recognizes that one organization alone can't prevent all
African American males from becoming part of these negative
statistics. But the goal of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. is to save
as many as we can by helping develop them into leaders of
tomorrow;and by continuing to focus on issues that impact the
African American male to strengthen American's communities.

Black Men
(continued from page 2
professional career, provide positive role models for its members
through Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc., develop high self-esteem
and encourage the members to provide a service to themselves and
to the community.

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc., an international organization
known for its community service work, was founded at Howard
University in 1914. This organization has a membership of over
90,000 strong.
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a rec eptio n and exhibition featuring the works of
internationally a ccla imed
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GALLERY HOURS:

Thurs. & Friday 3- 7 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 1-6 p .m .

5401 Jurupa Avenue , Riverside
RSVP 686-8398
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Otis L. Jones
EBONY
CREST SALON

Attorney at Law

~Otl\;,.:. <Woma.n

:;=

Mickey
NAI L TECHNICIAN

~

to <Woma.n

•.:.\tQ·

'he.nu£.,

696 North "D" Street Suite 1
San :Bernardino, CA 92401
(714) 888-5579

RIVERSIOE . CA 92506

(714) 686-1290

A Touch Of Class
8151 Arlington Suite Y
Riverside, CA. 92503
(714)353-1909
Anniversary Specials
Curls (Jeri)
$40 M-W
Shampoo sets
10 M-W
Perms/Relaxers 2 5 M-W
Press-n-Ctirls
20 M-W
Hair weaving & Braiding Specials
DeCarmo Hair Fashions
2589 Main Street, Riverside,

Marcille's Hair Design
5922 Magnolia, Rivuside 684-2710

curl
Curls, Retouches, Cellophanes,
Weaves & Braids
Call For An Appointment:

684-2710

Mike's Emg. Locksmith Svc.
5225 Canyon Crest Dr.. Ste. 79.
Riverside. CA 92507 !In Towne Ctr)
(714) 788-6730
(714) 824-2060

T!I•
~ •e•--•C•'A-L\•'
I K'-'.'I

ry(_ails 7Jy

Ask For
_Angelo Butler

714 889-7081

.
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Safes. Dead Bolts. Lockouts
Opened or Installed
St . Lie. No. 525853

IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL

.
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1535 UNIVERSITY AVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 684-2467
JOSEPH L. HIGGINS, PROP

Albert Johnson Jr.

SUEIIA ~TOKES. HAIR SffLIST
"111,'"f

SlbM Z'•"'4

Attorney at Law
4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 683-1777

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501

11,vers,de. CA 92507

Specializing in Black Hair Catt
Appointments & Walk-ins

Gogi•s Beaut}" Salon
139 West Foothill Blvd.
Rialto, CA 92376

Salon (714)875-1581
Home (714) 864-4769

Balance
the
Scales ol Justice

Fur Accessories

ffair

(714)686-3210

(Formal Wear)

His & Hers Jewerly

Rentals &
Sales

Tues.-Sat. 12 p.m.-7 p.m.
10 percent off

1490 North "D" Street
San Bernardino, Ca. 92405
Sales I Loans

___
. . jZ:: ~ ..,~ ~
'Pamela, . ~ ~:..'I,~

Bonded

(714) 683-1777

your choice of fur, mink
in fine shades, also fox,
and racoon.

Y<ia/io Y<ealiy

23741 G SUNNYMEAD BLV().
MORENO.VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388
714/242-3414

Gary & Kim Jordan

GOLF BAG · LUGGAGE REPAIR
ANO S HOESHINE:: PARLOR
5225 Canyon Crest Or No 79

hers: bracelets, earrings, necklaces,
purses, belts, hair ornaments.
bis: bow ties, cuff links, tie tacks,
wrist warmers, gloves.

714 872-6380
24 Hr. Service

M~Ea5

24 Hr. Mobile For All
Your Locksmith Needs

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS

Located "A New Beginning"
Hair Salon 3701 Merrill No. 5
Riverside, CA 92507

• Corpora te Accounls
• Weddings
, Special Events
• Airport Shuttle
• Proms ,
, Sweet "16" Presentations • Body Guard & RN's Available

249 E Htgt,land
San BemNdino, CA 92404

C,eon Jones & Deborah Weathers

Attorney At Law

SAM LEE

Offlc, Hours
By Appointment

Sat & Eve Ai.-a~atiW

Blow styles, precision cuts, press &

By Appointment Only
(714) 682-7042
M · F 9:00 to 6 :00
Sat 9 - 3·00

Oipk)mate of American Board
Of Obsiemcs and Gynecolog,I

l•N•
'H
..OBBS_
OWNER
;

We Offer:

Wave Nouveau - $50.00
Relaxer/Touch-up - $25.00
Haircut - $10.00
Texturizer - $20.00
Cellophane (color) - $20.00
California Curl - $30.00

(714) 684·0484

!D.

. _

~~~
-~~·,od'Y~··

'hanf,y.9(.,.J,f,, cM.'D.

!J....,_

dt<1urnl
cM.
Dlplomate ol American Boa,d
Of ObSletncs and Gynecology

(714) 948-9574

-:

C-

owners

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Medical Group

!&tty

7028 MAGNOLIA AVE

a-:op

ANGELO F. LEWIS
HAROLD J. KRAUSE

Telephone (714) 881 -1683

• Evening &
Wedding Gowns

• Party &
Prom Dresses
• Furs & Accessories

Wedding Coordinating
For Appot"ntment

Tuxedos available also

wl1II

Raymond E. Herndon
Attarn•J

at

Law

Legal Representation for

• Family Law
• Personal Injury
• Criminal Defense
•Workers Compensation
3585 Main Street, Suite 2_0 2
Riverside, California 92501

(714) 781-0507

Call (714) 425-1621

Mina's Fashions
International Ladies Clothing
& Assessories
See the Latest in
New York Fashions
Coming soon:
African Attire - Kente Cloth
5184 Arlington - Hardman Center
Riverside, CA 92501

(714)689-3232

For All Your Christan Needs
Call Evans

Bertha's Beauty'
Salon & Boutique

qou

Boutique

Designer Fashions Below Wholesale Prices
Petite Tall and Large Sizes
*Better Brand Names

Bertha's Beauty Salon & Boutique
$10 off \l'ave Nouveau &.Lustra Curls
$S off Wonder curl & Permanent Relaxers
MEN _ WOMEN - · CHILDREN

1338 Massachusetts Ave. Riverside
Near K-Mart Shopping .Center on Iowa
682-1338

Face'. J:>]~ace
For ]\/[en &

vV"orn.en

A painless pennanent hair removal method
. Ask for LAHA . . .
,

~c~:~si:;i.t~t~~~\n

Uz Claiborne
Calvin Klein Sport
Comme Classic
Carole Uttle
Ellen Tracey
Christian deCastelnau

Anne Klein
Wild Rose
Sybil
Miss Ashlee
Charter Club
BISWoman

Just to name a tew !

Main & Carter Business Center
1045 Main St. Suite 102, Riverside, CA 9250
(714) 781-6681 (714) 788-9667
Evelyn*Lena..-Yvonne*Dorena ready to serve youl
Store Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10:00 Al!-5:30 Fl(

1455 West Highland
Suite 14
San BPrnardino, CA

Religion
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_.New Hope Sponsors Golf Tournament

, ; ,' :' 1t
Once again New Hope
''~', Missionary
Baptist Church has
,
, , shown itself to be a church con, ,' ) <' cemed, not only with the spiritu· 1 • , al needs of its members and the
community, but its willingness
' to be a pan of planning wholesome recreational programs that
promote physical activities and
fellowship as well. Such was the
case on November 23, 1990
when 27. area players, divided
into six teams, met at the
Riverside Golf Course.
Presented in this tournament
. were the following churches: St.
· Mark, First Baptist-Perris,
~Second Baptist-Riverside,
· Emmanuel Baptist, Community
~;Baptist-Rialto and New Hope
• Missionary Baptist.
'· · Each player received a prize.
•Teams finishing first, second
,, and third were also awarded

✓prizes.

,

'

After the tournament and pre:
sentation was made by Albert
(Al) Love , the first Black to
serve on the Board of Directors
1
;
:of the Southern California Golf
~Association (SCGA) which was

founded in 1899. Al also participated as a player in the tournament.
Though all players were
male, we encourage our sisters

1

who are golfers to sign up for
our next tournament. The date
and time will be announced. We
sincerely hope this will be an
annual, if not a quarterly, event.

If you desire further information about SCGA, contact Al
Love at 818/980 -3 630 or
213/877-0901.

' ·-------------------------------------- -------------,,

j,, Jeniece Williams Releases New
From The
Beginning,
Deniece Williams ' ne west
release on Sparrow Records,
holds special meaning for the
singer, and with good reason. "
,Listening to this album is like
taking a trip through my life,"
she says. "I've done Christian
music on all ofmy albums since
1976. I've had a lot of people
ask me about these songs
because the music was unavailable to the Gospel marketplace.
So we said, 'Why not put these
songs together and let people
know what God's been doing
with my life the past fourteen
years?"'
: Now, for the first time, the
collected Gospe l works of
Deniece Williams, originally
recorded for Columbia Records,
are available on one Sparrow
album. From The Beginning not
only reaffirms her standing as
one of the most extravagantly
talented singers of her time, but
also re-emphasizes her Christian
C:ommittment while recording
fpr a secular label.
~ The Afro-Cuban flavored "I
Jlm Sure," by Michael W.
S.mith, is one of the LP's most
sJriking tracks. "This song talks
apout the Lord's return," notes
Qeniece. " I felt this was something people really need to know
about. Then one day we turned
on the TV and they were playing
tlie song on 'All M:y Children,'
and I laughed and thought
maybe someone out there is
catching the message."
--------------.

International Gospel
Awards $1000 Give Away
'
Evangelist Ann Mosley and
th.'e speak out for Jesus ministry
: , ,are cele brating their sev enth
'' ·an.niversary Dec. 2, 1990 at 3
p.m . at 15622 Village D r.
Victorville California.
, ; , ; The International Gospel
; : :Al\'ards of America will sponsor
; ; 1t~ir 2nd Anniversary Dec. 15
1 I
; , ;aqd 16 at 6 p.m. to be held at the
1
: ,C~irstland church of Victorville.
1
The Gospel Award ministry
gjves away $100 each month to
help encourage young people to
stay off the streets and to seek
Jesus Christ.
Choirs, musical groups, musicians, christian rappers, dramatists, re ligious dancers are
encouraged to attend.
One thousand dollars will be
g iven away December 16.
There will be three prizes. First
place $700, second place $200
and third place $100.
The banquet will be held at
Spring Valley Country Club of
Victorville. There will be a $25
entry fee. Ticket info. (619)
951 -5216. Tickets will only be
needed for the banquet.

)

Many of the songs on "From
The Beginning" are familiar, and
some, like "God Is Truly
Amazin~, have intri~uin~ stories behind them. "It started out
as a little vocal exercise I'd sing
every night before going on
stage," recalls Deniece, and then
it developed into a song. My
label at the time wasn't too
thrille'CI with putting it on an
album, but I said, 'Wait a
minute.' I explained that I
wasn't going to do an album
unless it included Gospel music,
because it's such an intricate
part of who I am. As it turned
out, 'God Is Truly Amazing'
was the most played song on the
album." Deniece later went on
to sing this same song before
millions of people in an electrifying performance at the
Grammy Awards.
Deniece often had to fight to
include Gospel songs on her
albums, but it was a fight she
ne ver shied away from. Says
Deniece. "I recorded a song
called 'Whiter Than Snow,' and
they didn't want to put the lyrics
to that song on the album!
Somehow, all the other lyrics
were included on the project, but
mysteriously, not the ones to
"Whiter Than Snow".
Doing gospel music was definitely the bone of contention
between my earlier label and
me, Deniece comments, but I
was able to say things to people
in the entertainment business
that no minister could ever say
to them. I don't believe that
there is anybody in the record
industry that wants to see
Deniece Williams not be a
Christian. Because I think silent1y they are pulling for me to
make it.
Every one of the songs on
From "The Beginning" reflects a
p art of Deniece Williams that
has shined brightly within her,
quite literally from he beginning.
The Indiana native was raised
in a Christian home steeped in
the church, where she discovered her love and talent for

I-W
-o_m_e_n
- 's_R_e_t-re_a_t_li_o_
·

Be Held
Come experiences "A Time
To Heal," a women's retreat
held
December 7-9
at
Arrowhead Springs Christian
Conference Center. Workshops
will be offered on The Inner
Child,
Dysfunctional
Relationships, Co-dependency,
Healing and Recovery.
For information and registration call Roslyn Tumer-Oark at
1-800-698-HOPE or (714) 6838484.

STC Community to Celebrate
Inaugural Festivities
Events to celebrate a new president and the School of Theology
at Claremont community are set for December. 3,4, and 5 on the
STC campus.
Celebrations begin Monday, December. 3 at 6:30 P.M. in Kresge
Chapel with the 30th Annual Advent Festival of Lessons and
Carols, which will feature the STC Festival Choir and the renowned
singing. While still in high release, Special Love, brought Korean Singers.
school she cut her first single, even more attention to this
A President's Council dinner follows the Festival at 8 P.M. at
and it wasn't long before Stevie uniquely talented woman with a Griswold's Inn in Oaremont. The dinner will celebrate the success
Wonder asked her to join hi s number one Christian radio of A Campaign For A Better World and the advent of a new decade.
band as a sin ger. She toured chart position for "Healing" .
Delegates from colleges and seminaries across the country will
with Stevie and sang on his The past few years have been help honor President Edgar's inauguration on Tuesday, December. 4
albums until 1975, when she set- truly memorable for Deniece. at 10:30 A.M. on the lawn in front of the Kresge Chapel. The
tled in LA and launched a solo She married, gave birth to her keynote speaker is Congressman William H. Gray III of
career.
third son, Forrest, and is now Pennsylvania, Majority Whip of the U.S. House of Representatives,
Her debut albu m, "This Is ex pecting a fourth child. member of the Transportation Subcommittee and past Chairman of
Niecy", went gold, but her fame Already the mother of two the Democratic Caucus. A Baptist minister, Gray authored the
took a quantum leap when, in teenage sons, Deniece has House version of the Anti-Apartheid Acts of 1985 and 1986, spon1978, she joined Johnny Mathis understandably slowed her pace sored the emergency food aid bill to Ethiopia in 1984 and wrote the
on "Too Much, Too Little, Too somewhat, with one young baby bill that established the African Development Foundation in 1980.
Late, her first # 1 smash. The and another on the way. She's He is known as a supporter of minority and women business owners
title track of" Let's Hear It For also cut down on touring, con- and of the U.S. Agency for International Development programs.
The Boy" became the #1 single centrating more on her family.
Speakers will also include United Methodist Bishop of the Los
from the soundtrack to the film, Yet she remains very much in Angeles area, Jack M. Tuell and Roy Mille Los Angeles attorney
Footloose, and subsequent the hearts and minds of the and chairperson of the STC Board of Trustees.
albums reinforced her standing music community. Recently, she
. Following the inaugural ceremony at noon, guests will enjoy
in the secular pop market. Yet was honored with the Urban boxed lunches as they participate in lectures led by faculty members
there was another, more vital Contemporary Gospel Award at held in the academic building. Lectures include "Revelation: The
side to her musical personality James Cleveland's Excellence Gospel Whose Time Has Arrived" led by Cornish Rogers;
that ultimately took precedence .Awards.
"Theology of the Trinity," Marjorie Suchocki; "Wesleyan Pietism
over everything else in her
With a close loving family and Global Missiology," Stephen Kim; "The Text of the Bible and
career.
.and strong Christian faith, Recent Translation," James Sanders; and "God and Evil," David
Deniece wanted to do more JDeniece continually remains Griffin. A campus fair and open house at 2 P.M. will feature tours of
than include Gospel songs on ,committed to her calling. There STC's affiliate centers and displays from student organizations.
her pop albums; she wanted an ,can be no doubt about it: from
album that was entirely Gospel. 1the beginning right up to the
A Seminary Of the United Methodist Church
So Glad I Know, her first such 1present, Deniece Williams has '
album, featured "They Say," a !been one of our most gifted
At 4:00 P.M: in the Mudd Theater a discussion entitled," The
striking duet with Sandi Patti, ;artists in both pop and Gospel.
Future of Theological Education," will be led by Joseph Hough,
and earned two Grammy
dean of Vanderbilt Divinity School and former STC professor and
Awards. Her second all gospel
academic dean. The faculty panel will include John Cobb, a leading
exponent of process theology; Marjorie Suchocki, In Braham
. - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - Professor of Theology; Vincent Wimbush, Associate Professor of
EN CHAPEL A.M.E.
New Testament; and James Sanders, Professor of Intertestamental
CHURCH
and Biblical Studies, who is internationally known for his work on
4009 Locust Street
text and canon.
(comer of Locust & 10th Street)
The following day, December. 5 at 8:30 am. , the first meeting of
Riverside, California 92501
STC's new National Advisory Board will be held in the Butler
Church (714) 689-9406
Building Lounge. Consisting of leading lay persons and clergy con-·
Manse. (714) 683-2635
cemed with the future of church and society, the board will meet to
discuss their role in the future of STC.
A chapel service at I 1 :45 am. will conclude the inaugural festiviSunday School ....... 9:30 A.M.
ties.
The service will feature retired United Methodist Bishop James
Worship Service .... . 11:00 A.M.
K.
Mathews and members of the STC community.
YPD Meeting
All inaugural events, except the President's Council dinner on
, 2nd and 4th Sunday Afternoon
December. 3, are FREE and OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. For more
Wednesday
information, please call Patti Coots

·•

Rev. J. Curtis Foster Jr.
Pastor

PrayerMeeting ....... 7:00 P .M.
Bible Study ...... 7:30-8:30 P .M.

Church Directory
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Good News Missionary Baptist! Greater Faith Missionary Bapt.
4104 Park Ave.
P .0. Box 55743
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Johnny D. Harris, Pastor
(714) 787-8667 .

Sunday Services
9:00 Song Praise Service
9:30 Sunday School
11_:0<} Morning Worship

6021 Liminite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside H. Bratton, Pastor
(714) 788-2500

Sunday
11 :00 Sunday School
12:30 Worship & Praise Service

Perris 5th Street Seventh Day
Adventist

Riverside Faith Temple
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
Revs. J. & B. Sims, Pastors
(714) 788-0170

300 E. 5th Street
Perris, CA 92370
Pastor Jesse Wilson

(714) 657-2798

Saturday Service

Park Avenue Baptist Church
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Campbell, Pastor .
· (714) 684-8782

Kansas Ave. SDA Church
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 682-9810
Kenneth L. Bushnell. Pastor
Saturday Services
9: 15 - Song Service
9:30 - Sabbath School
11:00- Church Service
4:00 - Adventist Youth Services
Mid-Week Service
7:00 - Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
7:30 - Friday Evening

Refreshing Spring Temple
2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
784--0860
Pastor: Rev. F.E. Knight
Sunday School - 9:20 a.m.
Morning Service - 11:15 a.m.
Evening Service - 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study Wednesday Nights
at 7:30 p.m. & activities for the
children.

Sunday Service
9:20 Round Table Prayer
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Baptist Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship

Mt. Olive Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St.
San Bernardino, CA. 92405
(714)887-4864

Order of Service
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study/
Prayer Meeting
7 p.m.
Pastor Rev. R.A. McKinley

(714) 684-7532
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9: 15 am
Devotional Services
10: 15 am
Morning Worship
10: 15 am
Service for Praise
6:00 pm
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
Bible Study- 7:45 Wednesday

5530 34th Street
Rubidoux, California
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1355
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 68~1580
Elder James D. Dew, Pastor

Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist
5476 34th Street
l,lubidoux, CA
(714) 684-6480

Sunday Services
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:00 BTU
6:00 Evening Worship
Rev. O.E. Jones

Saturday Services

(714) 888-2038

Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
1385 W. Blaine
Riverside, CA 92507

2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
887-2138
Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship - 10:45 a.m.

(714) 684-9160
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor

Wednesday Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9
Rev. C.A. Simpson, Pastor

Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 A.M.

St. John Baptist
2433 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. C . James, Pastor
(714) 784-0000

Mt. Moriah &ptist
1899 Mariposa Street
Perris, CA 92370
Rev. J. Hardy, Pastor
(714) 780-2240

Sonday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
6:00 Evening Service

Sunday Service
9:00 Prayer of Consecration
9:30 Sunday School
10:45 Devotion & Worship
5:30 BYPU (1st)
~:00 Evening Worship

~

8:00 Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
5:30 B.T.U.
· 7 :00 Evening Service
_Nursery Services Pro.vided

19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
. (714)780-7110

l

f:.1;1Zf~~f~t~':· ; t~r2.-t~:.'...:i:::::-,,:::::r%'~:$~:@~~~/;)"

Sunday Services

1 9:30 Sunday School

~

'
'~

Bright Star Missionary
Baptist Church
,
5306 ODEL
Rubidoux, California
~
Sunday School - 9:30 am .~

11 :00 Morning Worship

Community Baptist Church

7:00P.M.
BIBLE STUDY
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA

.~
...

350-9646

Read

.Bethesda Missionary Bap~t
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411 ·
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Service
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Worship Hour

'
I

The
Voice

..,

Come And See M.B. Church •,
(Temporary location)
Creekside Elementary School
13563 Heacock St.
Moreno Valley, CA 91388
(Mailing Address)
P. 0. Box 8281
Moreno Valley, CA 91388
(7/4) 780-7836 or 780-0126
Grand Opening
November 5-16, /989
9:30 a.m. • School OJ J,Visdom
11:00 a.m. - Morning Worship

$~ JOY

... ,,

BAPTIST CHlJJlc

-·

...

St. Paul A.M.E. Church

Rev. Joel Steward

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, Calif. 92411
(714) 887-1718
Sunday Worship Service-11 :OOam.
Sunday School-9:30am
Vesper Service-7:30pm
Prayer-7:()()pm
Wednesday Bible Study-7:()()pm

Rev. Charles
Pastor

1

Sunday Services

New Hope Baptist - Perris

~

11:00 am - Sunday Service
9.30 am - Sunday School
7:30 pm - Prayer Meeting
6:45 am - Women in Prayer
(Tuesday)
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor

~J

(714) 887-2526 Church

Dr. £. Jones Pastor from Compton, CA

"Faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of
things not seen. "

'

Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor

9:15 Song Service
''Come Let Us Reason Together'
Morning Worship - 11 am
9:30 Sabbath School
9:30A.M.
11 :00 Church Service
Sunday School
Evening Worship 7:00 pm ;
Wed. Bible Study 6:30 pm "'
. 5:00 Adventist Youth Service~. Morning Worship 11:00A.M.
S:OOP.M.
B.T.U.
Pastor K. Solomon
"PRAYERAND
Wed.
Williams
Macedonia Baptist Church

1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 350-9401

Sunday School - 9:45 a.m.
Moming Service - 11:00 a.m.
Evening Service - 7:00 p.m.
Wed. Nite Prayer - 6:00 p.m.
Wed. Nite Bible Study
6:00 p.m.

1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411

9:00 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship

9:15 A.M. - Church School
ll:>:30 A.M. - Morning. Wors~iP.;

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

· New Hope Baptist, S.B. '

Sunday

Sunday Worship

Bethel A.M.E. Church

Temple Missionary Baptist
Church
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411

Antic~ Baptist
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
Leonard C. Coes Pastor
(714)688-7872

_

420 East Stuart Ave.
Redlands, CA 92374
Rev. A. Green, Pastor
(7_14) 793-1074

2911 9th Street

9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:30 Evening Worship

9:30 Sabbath School
11 :00 Morning Worship
4:00 Adventist Youth
Program

. ·Seco~d Baptist, Redlands

Second Baptist, Riverside

Sunday Services
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Brooks,

16888 Baseline Avenue

Full Lighthouse
Gospel Church

(714) 899-0777

.

Services Held At:
Kansas Avenue S.D.A Church
4491 Kansas Ave •.
Riverside, CA
WORSHIP SERVICES
SUNDAY:
Sunday School - 9:15 a.m.
· Morning Worship-10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship - 6:00 p.m.
TUESDAY:
Prayer Meeting And Bible
Study - 7:00 p.m.

"Everyone Welcomed"

Rev. Pauls. Munford, M. Div., Pastor

CAN'T MAKE IT TO CHURCH ~':

(714) 887-1227 / 887-3809

'.

KPRO 1570AM

Sund

mornings
:30 A.M.

..;

Ephesian New Testament /~
Church
,.,

1168 N. Waterman Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 381-4885
(Comer of Walerman and Baseline)

Redlands
937 Clay Street•
Redlands, CA 92374

Sunday Services
8:00 Sunday Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11;00 Sunday Worship
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbarn
Pastor

'J

823-3400

Rev. Emory
' Pastor

James,

16286 Foothill Blvd.
Fontana

>.

.:.1, ,

1------------------------j':,k '
I

. Pastor Reginald Woods

Sunday Services-9 & 10:45 a.m .
Wed. Night Bible Study - 7:00 pm :

Jesus Christ will make a difference in your life.

AMOS TEMPLE CME
.r.,ommunity Baptist Church ·

.

p

- Outreach Ministries -

"

•:

Listen o our Radio ,
Broadcast Ministry

"Bible Teaching Church"
~ A Y WORSHIP LOCATION,
ET/WANDA HIGH SCHOOL
13500 Victoria A venue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Chuck Singleto11
Senior Pastor
SERVICE TIMES:
Hallelujah Servke ..................9:00 a.m.
Catherdral Worslup ..............11:00 a.m.
Baptism Service...................... .4:30 p.m.(held at Fontana location)
The Great Family Assembly..6:00 p.m.

,.•

San Bernardino, California

3153 N. Macy

··tife Changing
Ministries

Fontana, CA 92336

'If

.

Second Baptist Church
2991 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 684-7532

271911th Street
(714) 683-1567
Worship Services
Morning Worship........... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School. ............ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . ....... . 11:00 a.m.
t
Prayer and Bihl~ Study
Wednesday . .............. : 6':30 p.m.

Rev. Washington, Pastor

Sunday Services
Sunday School 9:15 a.m.
Devotional Services
10:15 a.m.
Children's Church 10:15 a.m.
Nursery Opened 10:15 a.m.
Bible Study 7:45 p.m. Wednesdays
Prayer Services 7:00 p.m. Wednesday

'
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PRICES GOOD WED., NOV. 28

THRU TUES., DEC. 6.

SOME ITEMS AT REGULAR PRICES.

NOT All ITEMS. DEPARTMENTS
OR PRICES ADVERTISED ARE
AVAi
iWl!OCAN@

Attitudes: "We can change ourselves , others we can only love."
Attitudes are the way we look at our
selves, other people, and circum' , , ; stances in our life. Why are some
'' t people fun to be with, others shy and
reserved, and still others always
depressed and withdrawn from the
world? The answer is very simple.
It's all in the way they look at reality--or it's their attitude. Author
Unknown
Great Day: My Special Day class
at Pinacate Middle School had a very
enjoyable time, Wed. Nov. 21, the day
before Thanksgiving. Chief Pattor of
the Perris Police Department treated
this group of youngsters and another
class to a Pizza pary. Why? Because
of their attitude against the use of ille. gal drugs. Some of these youth panic. ipated in the Red Ribbon Parade
which was held in Perris. This affair
was designed to bring about community consciousness of the dangers of
drugs. We enjoyed the march to one
of the l ocal parks from Pinacate
Middle School. The students were
,delighted with a moon meal of very
tasty pizza. We viewed a non-violent
fil m featuring Dr. King and a video
which showed what happens to drug
users. You can be sure that we have
-enlisted more volunteers in our march
Agai nst Drug Abuse, and NonViolence. The students wrote letters
of tha nks that same day to Chief
Patton and I took them to the station.
They expressed some very sensitive
feelings. Following is Maria Fuller's
letter; Dear Chief Patton: Thank you
for the Pizza for our class. We really
enjoyed it very much. It was very
nice for you to do this for our class. I
hope we could do something for you
special. I hope Mr. Ledbetter would
let you do this again sometime. Well I
have to to go now. Thanks again I
hope the whole class could meet you
sometime. Well bye now. Maria
Fuller.
Why Not: Why aren't the makers
of videos making movies that provide
our youth with examples of sharing,
caring, respect for each other and true
friendship? What is wrong with a film
that sho w us how to respect each
other? They have plenty of film
which show our youth how to cheat,
hustle, fight and show disrespect for
each other..
One solution to the gang problem
would be to show a "group" or "gang"
helping elderly people, painting their
home, mowing their lawn, taking them
shopping etc. We have an adopt a
grandparent program that March AFB
Chapel #1 th at's a "gang. " We
attempted to develop a group like this
several years ago it did not materialize- not sensational enough, I guess.
I believe stories of people helping
people will sell as many videos and
newspapers as our gang fights and ripoffs. We must give our good youngsters more credit. I am a member of
the Meaded Valley Woodcrest Lion's
Oub, we could be called a gang. This
group provide glasses and other services for the needy members of our
society. We very seldom read about
their great work. Other service clubs
do many great services for the communi ty in which the members live.
The local rotary club was very supportive of our local recreation program when I was working as recreation director, also the Noncommssion
Officers Association. This is and was
a group of people helping other people, or you can say 'gang of people
helping another gang of people. We
can put violent gangs out of business
by maki ng c aring and sharing the
:watch words of today.
: Why doesn't the video industry get
' pusy and put more of these great
' works on film. If they are already on
film let the schools and communities
know about it. Christianity, Education
and other programs showing children
how to respect themselves, parents,
home and society does sent need to
take a back seat in our communities.
Let us give our children a chance by
teaching them right from wrong while
they are young and we can reach
them. Together , We Can! Teach Me
To Do Thy Will, For Thou Art My
God, Thy Spirit Is Good, Lead me
Into The Field Of Uprightness." Psalm
143: 10.IIIIS')r.,;r.T."-~--
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- Male Vocal Groups In Harmony Again
Now that all the fuss has sub- ing their presence heard on the
sided over the resurgence of airwaves.
"girl groups" it's time some
These male vocal groups speattention be devoted to many of cialize in tight classic R &B harthe talented "male groups" mak- monies with today's hip hop

beat. One group in particular is
carrying on a soulful legacy,
LEVERT, (sons of Eddie Levert
of the legendary O'Jay's) are
shouldering the mantle of soul
supremacy easily. From the
release of their 1986 Atlantic
Records debut "Bloodline", to
the current release of their latest
album, "Rope A Dope Style,"
they've topped each of their pre.vious chart successes for four
consecutive years with each new
release giving them a total of six
#1 hits, and that's in additional
to producing the #1 debut single
"Mamacita" for label mates
TROOP. Recently, LEVERT
lent their production expertise to
their latest discovery from
hometown Cleveland, the
RUDE BOYS, for their debut
album Rude Awakening on
Atlantic Records.

If you look carefully at the
R&B and pop charts you will
see male groups that have been
dominating such as After 7,
Today, Whistle, and the Force
M.D. 's have returned with their
trademark harmonic style.
The list continues with even
younger male vocal groups waiting to take their place at the
microphone such as Hi-Five and
Special Generation from M.C .
Hammer's Bust It Productions
as well as Maurice Starr's group
Perfect Gentleman.
What really distinguishes all
of these young men is that they
can really sing. LEVERT and
TROOP are even making success on the new Anita Baker
album with "Whatever It Whispers latest album.
Takes." And Steve Russell of
So while all the attention was
Troop recently produced a cut given to the female vocal groups
on Musical Forebearers, the these young men were perfect-

ing their soulful harmonies and
fine tuning their producing talents for their time to .
shine.... now.

:M.C. Hammer World Tour - 1990 - 91
NEW YORK
MC
Hammer, the triple platinum pop
performer, whose current album,
"Hammer Don't Hurt 'Em," is
the best sellingalbum of the
year, has been signed by PepsiCola Company to a worldwide
concert tour sponsorship and to
do radio and television commercials.
The 27-year-performer, as
ieknowned for his rap music as
his high-energy dance routines,
appears in Pepsi-Cola television
apd radio commercials currently
in national and local markets.
The MC Hammer Tour is carrying the talented young singer
throughout the U.S. this year.
Starting in early 1991, the tour

will move on to Europe, Asia
and to Australia.
"Pepsi-Cola Company has an
establish~d tradition of signing
multi-talented performers who
are a step ahead of the. times,"
said John Moorhead, Vice
President, Marketing Pepsi-Cola
Co. "We're pleased that MC
Hammer is continuing that legacy with us."
Flamboyant and fleet-footed,
Hammer's live stage production
has been hailed by critics as one
of the most exciting and energetic performances on the pop
scene today.
A one-time ball boy for the
Oakland "A's", Hammer was
discovered, when he was 11, by

former team owner Charles
Finley while doing James
Brown-type splits on the stadi um parking lot.
Today, Hammer heads up
"The Hammer Posse," a 30member troupe that includes a
live band, 10 backup singers and
15 dancers, who have been
reported to practice six hours a
day and run three miles before
each rehearsal.
The King of Pop, aka, Stanley
Kirk Burrell, also serves as a
role model and spokesperson in
Pepsi-Cola's 1990-91 national
School Assembly Program. This
is a multimedia presentation that
annually reaches an estimated
three million youths with an

anti-drug and stay-in-school
message.
" In addition to being an exciting performer, MC Hammer
speaks a message worth promoting: that our society needs to
focus its energies on nurturing
and educating our children,"
Moorehead said.
The MC Hammer deal marks
Pepsi-Cola's second major sponsorship coup this year with a
red-hot rap perfonner. In April,
Madison Avenue embraced rap
music when Pepsi premiered a
national commercial promoting
its "Cool Cans" that featured rap
lyrics written exclusively for the
Company by Grammy Awardwinner Young MC.

Black Humor Special To Air
SI Communications' two-hour prime-time syndicated special "A
Laugh, A Tear" - a star-studded salute to Black American Humor will air in Los Angeles on December 11th at 8:00 p.m., on KCOP TV. Hosted and co-produced by Whoopi Goldberg, the show
includes interviews with comic greats such as Bill Cosby, Keenen
Ivory Wayans, Arsenio Hall, Richard Pryor, Redd Foxx, Sinbad,
Marsha Warfield, Robert Townsend, and many more. The special

also includes an abundance of classic clips, ranging from Stepin'
Fetchit and Moms Mabley, to Eddie Murphy, Damon Wayans, and
some of today's honest upcoming young comedians.
Co-producer of "A Laugh, A Tear" is Beverly Todd. Stafford U.
Bailey is the supervising producer. Executive Producers are Robert
Dockery, Jr. and Shirley Neal. The special will be airing in primeM.C. Hammer
time syndication across the country throughout December.

Quincy Jones to Receive Hall of Fame
Award At NAACP Image Awards
HOLLYWOOD -- Quincy
Jones will receive a Hall of
Fame or Award at the 23rd
Annual NAACP Image Awards,
in recognition of his unparalleled success iri nearly all
aspects of the entertainment
industry. ·
• In a career spanning almost
four decades
Quincy has
played nearly every role there is
to be playcd--composer, record
producer, artist, film producer,
record company executive the credits go on and on.
Born in Chicago in 1933, and
brought up in Seattle, Quincy
began studying trumpet while in
~lementary school. While still a
teenager, he began touring the
Northwest with a band he
formed with his friend, Ray
tharles. At age fifteen, Quincy
was invited by Lionel Hampton
join his band, but was kicked
out for being too young. Quincy
opted for school instead, eventually transferring to the prestigious Berkley College of Music
fn Boston.
Playing the trumpet in Boston
clubs during his spare time,
Quincy's reputation began to
grow, and the 18-year-old wunderkind was introduced into the
circles of such legendary

to

jazzmen as Art Tatum,
Thelonius Monk, Charlie
Parker, and Miles Davis.
Quincy left Berkley after
about 2 year, joining Lionel
Hampton's band as a trumpeter,
arranger, and sometime pianist.
Between tours, he began doing
session work and arranging for
top jazz and R&B artists. In
1957, Quincy signed with the
Mercury Records label, and in
1958, he arranged Ray Charles'
landmark album The Genius of
Ray Charles.
After an ill-fated European
tour, Quincy took a job as A&R
director at Mercury and soon
rose to vice-president. becoming
the first High-level Black executive of a major record company.
There, he learned every aspect
of the business side of music,
while continuing to record his
own albums and arrange for others. Quincy remains the guiding
force behind his own record
label, Qwest Records.
Quincy's attention turned to
the world of motion picture
scores. In 1963, (the same year
that he won his first Grammy)
he started on the music for
Sidney
Lumet's
The
Pawnbroker, the first of his 33
major motion picture scores.

Returning to recording in
1969 as an artist with A&M
Records, Quincy recorded ten
albums over the next decade.
Shortly after the release of Body
Heat, his first gold album,
Quincy suffered from two nearly fatal aneurysms. After recovering from two delicate operations, he returned to work with a
renewed sense of commitment.
In 1977, Quincy scored the
landmark TV mini-series Roots,
for which he won an Emmy. His
movie adaptation of the score of
Broadway musical The Wiz won
him a 1978 Oscar nomination
and marked his first collaboration with Michael Jackson.
Quincy would go on to produce
Jackson's multi-platinum solo
LPs Off The Wall, Thriller, and
Bad.
Over the years, Quincy has
produced, arranged or recorded
with the brightest talents in the
music industry, Ray Charles,
Lena Horne, Frank Sinatra,
Herbie Hancock, Ashford &
Simpson, Chaka Khan, George
Benson, Patti Austin, Luther
Vandross, and James Ingram, to
name but a few.
In 1985, Quincy entered the
world of motion picture producing with the screen adaptation of

Ali ce Walker's The Color
Purple. With his recently-established company, Quincy Jones
Entertainment, Quincy is further
branching out into film and television production.
Last year, Quincy brought
together one of the most comprehensive collections of artists
in music history for one of the
most eagerly awaited albums in
recent memory. Back On The
Block featured a veritable
Who's Who of recording stars,
from Ella Fitzgerald to the
Andre Crouch Singers to Kool
Moe Dee.
Quincy was recently the subject of Listen Up: The Lives of
Quincy Jones, a documentary •
featuring interviews with many
o f the musical talents that
Quincy has worked with and
inspired in the past.
The 23rd Annual Im age
Awards will take place on Dec.
l at the Willem Theatre in Los
Angeles, and will be broadcast
on NBC on Jan. 16 at 9:30 PM..
The show is a co-production of
The
Konigsberg/Sariitsky
Company and Gordy/dePasse
Productions; Maynell Thomas Executive Producer; Hamilton
Cloud - Producer.
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;:;~The Black Voice News Wins Three Awards At The
West Coast Black Publis ers Convention
!
•

By Kieth Hilton

October 25-27, the West
Coast
Black Publishers
f Association held its 7th annual
~' convention in Las Vegas,
• • ,t, Nevada and chose as its theme:
"Headlining the 21st Century."
, ~ : A record number of west
~ • coast publishers and National
Newspaper
Publishers
' eAssociation board members and
~ fellow publishers from around
the nation attended this three, -~ day confab, joining with
,,, · ; Corporate America, journalists,
· , -~ politicians, ministers, educators
? and community leaders, to pro:! claim that "the African
~ American press must continue to
take the high road when it
: comes to addressing moral, eco~ nomic and political issues
·: impacting African American
: communities."
: According
to
Cloves
Campbell, Sr., President of
. WCBPA and co-publisher of the
~ Arizona Informant, "The fact
• that this body meets regularly
throughout the year and then at
our annual convention, gives us
.' opportunities to maintain impor·i tant lines of communication.
-~ "Now more than ever we
t

,.
l
,.f

must address the many social
changes and financial challenges
that face the African American
community in this new decade."
According to one advertiser
at the convention, "With twentytwo newspaper members representing over one million readers
in the states of Washington,
Oregon, California, Nevada,
Colorado and Arizona, the
WCBPA is emerging as a leading vehicle for speaking to a
highly valued American audience."
Established in 1971 as a trade
association and today located in
18 markets, the WCBPA states
as its mission "to advance the
cause of the (African American)
Press in the Western United
States and to provide regional
and national corporate advertisers with a vehicle for the
effective marketing of their
products and services to the
(African American) community."
In keeping with past WCBPA
conventions, workshop topics
were varied and timely, including a "Why & How
Workshop on Circulation
Audits,"
"How Higher
Education is Portrayed in the

,.

Left to Right - Dr. Ruth Love won for best Editorial, The Dean
Dr. Carlton Goodlett, has the #1 paper on the West Coast,
and Hardy Brown won 3 awards: 2nd place Best Religion,
Third Place Best typography, and Best use of Photos.

African American and Pan
African Press," "Civil Rights in
the 90's," "The State of black
Media Heading into the 21st "
and the traditional conventional
closing" Black Church/Black
Press Round Table Discussion."
For the second consecutive
year,
WCBPA
awarded
$25,000.00 in scholarships to a
group of outstanding college
students living in areas served
by WCBPA newspapers and
who have shown an interest in
and dedication to working in the
African American press.
Highlights of the second
evening's WCBPA Award Diner
included awards to newspapers
in the following Best categories:
Arizona Informant; Religion :
San Diego Voice&; Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Issue: The San
Bernardino Precinct Reporter;
Entertainment:
Voice &
Viewpoint; Use of Photography:
San Francisco Sun Reporter;
Black History Month Issue: The
Precinct Reporter; Edi tori al
Page: Voice & Viewpoint, and
General Excellence:
San
Francisco Sun Reporter.
The advertiser of the Year
was the Thrifty Corporation;
Publisher of the Year was

Cloves Campbell, Sr. of the
Arizona Informant
Convention conferees were
greeted with informative and
inspirational keynote addresses
by Pamela G. Hollie, Director of
Corporate Contributions, Kraft
General Foods; Assemblyman
Wendell P. Williams of Las
Vegas; Jim L. Martin, former
Director for the NAACP's
Western Region and now
President and Senior Partner of
the Mutual Interest Group, and
Rep. Arthur Hamilton, Minority
Leader of the Arizona House of
Representatives.
The Convention Chair was
Betty Brown, Publisher of the
Las Vegas Sentinel - Voice.
Convention coordinator was

Modena Perry, Modena Presents
Public Relations of Torrance,
California.
Corporate sponsors of the
convention included Adolph ·
Coors, Anheuser-Busch, Coca Cola, Draft General Foods,
Miller
Brewing,
the
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
Association, Philip Morris USA,
Seagrams, the Tobacco Institute
and Toyota USA.

Community Service Awards were presented to Las Vegas activist: Yvonne
Atkinson Gates, Board of Trustees, Leonard Mason, Dr. Al Gourrier, President,
African American Summij, Lee Winston, KLVX, Channel 10, Marcia Pledger, Las
Vegas Review-Journal, Lawrence Weekly, KCEP, radio.Wendell P. Wi lliams,
State Ac::~:Arr1hh,,m!:! District 6 and Rev. Jesse D. Scott, President, NAACP.
. .. ···., \/. .c,-.,t,;] . -<I

.

Enjoying the conference were Hardy Brown, Ella Coleman, The Communicator, and Public
Affairs Director for WCKX, Columbus, Ohio, Clovis Campbell, WCBP President and
Publisher, Arizona Informant and Mrs. Betty Brown, Publisher, Las Vegas Sentinel Voice.
N.A.A.C.P

Rjverside/Moreno Valley Branch
and
San Bernardino Branch

Supt. 0.L. Jefferson, Pastor St.
John Church of God in Christ
also Mortician makes a point at
the Press and Church
Workshop.
•· •
, • r· , ,

Welcoming the Publishers ·were School Board Trustee Yvonne
Atkinson Gates, Mrs. Betty Brown, Publisher and Assemblyman
Wendell P. Williams.

~:·:,.~·Profiles in African American Art:
: .· . Joshua Johnston
~

I :

tt '\,

: : : ; ·~_:· Joshua Johnston is believed
'~ ~ to have been a former slave,
'1' who may have been born in
B,altimore, M aryland, maybe
around 1765, and who may have
3ied around 1830.
: There were, of course, Black
tnen who drew and painted in
:,\merica
before
Joshua
Johnston. Many were artisans,
e_ngravers, and goldsmiths.
9ilbert Stuart, reproductions of
y;hose portraits of George
}Vashington are in virtually
every school "derived his first
impression of drawing from witnessing Neptune Thurston, a
slave who was employed on his
master's cooper-shop, sketch
iikenesses on the heads of
casks," according to Edward
••feterson 's 1853 History of
;~.hode Island.
·., But, it is almost certain that
·Joshua Johnston is the first

Extend a Heartfelt Thank You
to the Inland Community
for the Support and Participation
in the
Third Annual State Conference
of NA.A .C.P.
held
October 26-28, 1990

African-American to gain fame
as a portraitist in America.
He was active as a painter in
Baltimore for at least twentyeight years, according to listings
in Baltimore Directory (1796 to
1824). He had to have been a
free man during those years
because slaves were excluded
from the Directory.
There are thirty-odd known
· works by Johnston (all but two

r- ..,.. ..

.f

of his subjects were white). This
has led to speculation that there
are other undiscovered wo rks
because it is unlikely that he
would only produce thirty-odd
paintings in twenty-eight years.
Johnston has just recently
begun to receive serious attention by collectors and others
connected with the art world.
One of his paintings was auctioned recently for $600,000.
Joshua Johnston is a man we
can all be proud of. Despite the
enormous obstacles laid down
by slavery and racism, he was
able to develop his artistic talent
to a high level. (see Bearden,
Romare and Henderson, Harry,
6 Black Masters of American
Art, and Driskell, David, Two
Centuries of Black AmeriGan
Art)

by Alicia Lee
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Automobiles

Homes for Sale

Instruction

Are you between the
ages 16-24? Not in
FOR
SALE
school?
L ow
Piano lessons available for Loma Linda
1988 Dodge Van - Model
individual instruction and
Leaving state, 2 bedroom, Income? Can't find
250 fully-loaded $45,000
small classes now forming 2 bath, newly-remodeled, a good job? J OB
miles, $15,000
- evenings. Instructor has
double-wide Redlands CORPS is a free,
686-1290
16 yrs exp serious students school district $24,000
government funded
Tues-Sat Only
only call 788-7919.
Call (714) 796-5250.
job training pro~ weeks 11-22
gram. Students re•
Business Qaortunities
ceive basic educa•
HOUSE FOR RENT
tion (high school
Former Model Home
Cameo Lingerie leading
Personals
diploma
or GED),
3 bdrms., new carpet,
lingerie Co. expanding in
vocational
trainin1
,
.
Jurupa
HIiis
area.
your area, offering full or
Don t the spend hohdays 5825 . 00 per mo., good
and
job
placement
part time opp, party plan
alone . SBM, mklg exec employment apd credit
services.
commissions only earn free seeks attractive, romantic, references req. •
CALL 888-8128 or
kit call 789-9417
well built SF, 28-40, for Contact Mr. Summers
1-800-JOB
CORP
-----------1friendship / marriage. Ebony Arts (714) 596for
more
informaRiverside area , leave 7111
WEDDINGS
message and phone# 7 8 1 - i - - - - - - - - - ~ tion.
Don'r Hav• A Home
3773.
Church?
Christian
Sc hoot 1 - - - - - - - - - - ,--,-1
Why Go To Las Vegas?
Teacher. Salary be$$$$$
Enjoy o high-quality church
service for smell or large
ginning
$1100
per
Government
Grants,
EMPLOYMENT
groups at o low cost Up
month.
Pre-School
Loans,
Housing,
CA
to 300 guesh Rec eption
level.
Apply
at
hall available. l icense
Benefits, Minorities, etc,
FOOD SERVICE
VICTORY CHAPEL
1245
N.
Mt. Millions given yearly.
WORKERS.
884-6105
Vernon. 9 am - 3 Anyone can apply. Take
Several positions
available. Minimum of
pm (714) 885-5323
advantage. For 100~
2 hours per day; 10info, addresses, and phone
month work year. Some
Marry Instantly
numbers
to
ap ply
MONEY FINDER
experience in food
Licensed/ clergy.
immediatley.
Send
$10.00
Home equity loans, save
preparation and kitchen
$29.00. No blood test,
home from forclosure and mo or cash to : Richard
maintenance is
your home or mine.
spiritual and financial Gonsalves P.O. Box 1344
required. Salary: $5.99
(714) 882-6396.
help. Call (714) 949- San Bernardino, Ca 92402
to $7 .64 per hour.
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ATTENTION ATTENTION
..

Be A Solution To The Pr oblem
Black Voice News will join the Salvation Army in a
Can Food Drive for the Holiday Season.
Bring a can of food and j oin the list of contributions in thi s column we will withhold names if ·
requested.
Let's make our list longer than any other. Help the
Black Voice_and Salvation Army to feed the hungry
Bring a can of food to: 3585 Main St, Riverside or
1583 W. Baseline S.B.
You will be blessed

---------

Written test will be
administered. Deadline
to apply: Tuesday,
December 4, 1990 at
4:30 p.m. For
applications /
infonnation contact:

TRUE MATCH
MAGAZINE
The world's largest
single's magazine for
marriage-minded coast
to coast (as seen on T. V.)
reaching over $145,000
monthly! Over 300 with
photo full descriptions
each monthly issue.
Copy $3.00 refundable.
Intro-Club P.O. Box
1540 Dept. W, Banning,
CA 92220-1540.

PERSONNEL OFFICE
PERRIS UNION HIGH
SCHOOL DISTRICT
1151 North "A" Street
Perris, CA 92370 (714)
943-6369 AN
AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION/ EQUAL_.
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

1161.
(11/10)

Stuffer Needed Now!
Earn $$$ At Home
Send SASE:
Stuffers Unlimited
P.O. Box 4744
NAFB, CA 92409

Special thanks to:

Norma Archie
Mildred Robinson
PARTNERS IN
Barbara Bell
SAVING LIVES
Cynthia Anderson
AMERICAN Robert Harrell
\PCANCER
Lynn Lee
fSOCIETY
Carla Scott
100 Black Men
Joyce Cooper
Join the list bring a can or non-perishable to either
Unlbed
way
Black Voice office.

I

INLAND EMPIRE UNIT

•

SDB Balloons-N-Gifts

The best tires
At the best price
& the best service

..·!

Guaranteecr

'•
'•

•
'. «

20% off all purchases over $10
Students & Seniors Citizens get additional 5% off (with ID
and a Copy of this ad)
Offering : Balloons Bouquets, Gifts in a balloon, talking
balloons, imprinted balloons, gift baskets, Hot air balloons,
and balloon decorating.

416 N. "H" Street, San Bernardino CA (714) 384-1989

Real California Cheese Wins Appetites of State's Pizza-Eaters
ave you ever sat down to order a
H
pizza with a group of friends?
Agreeing on pizza toppings is like

James White, President
We will beat anyone's
price on Goodyear tires and
our Certified Mechanics will
have your car ready at the
time promised or you next

The best prices on the
best tires with the best service guaranteed ? Its all at
my Goodyear Certified Auto
Service Centers.

lube, filter and oil change is
free.
So the next time your
car needs tires service or
repair - Come see us.

r-----------------,r-----------------,
69
15
Goodyear Certified Auto Service Centers Inland Empire Tire, Inc

I

I$
I
I

I

Service
includes:
• Replace pads
and shoes

95 •
.
•

e,.:r:~1.1 •
el

II

I
88 Offer includes:
• Drain oil & nipla~ up to 5 qts/30wt. I
• FREE • 12_pl. vehicle Inspection I
· FREE - 4 lira rotation
I
• Install new filter
I I ~~-oi.''rFi:';., • Lubrlcat• chassla
I
I I$
I I
I I

Repack bearings on non drive axles
Resurface/drums/rotors
Inspect calipers Wheel Cylinders &
hydraulics
'
Adjust and road test

·

~-----------------J~-----------------~
....... ...... 2.·uocAiiiONS::SrctsERVE.Y:OU
• ••

•• •• •• •

•

•

•

• •

,\ .-❖·• •• \:- ':\ ·:

3553 Merrill Ave
Riverside CA 92506

•

COME SEE 'US.liOOAV.:.·.:.-......

ASK ABOUT OUR
NATIONWIDE

•

•

5520 Van Buren Blvd
Riverside CA 92503

SEVICE WAR~ANTV

1-800-69-TI RE1

1-800-69-TI RE2

asking a group of kids to choose a
single ice cream flavor. But according to a recent survey conducted by
the California Milk Advisory
Board, t here is one pizza topping
Californians agree on almost un&nimously: all-natural cheese.
,
Californians surveyed overwhelmingly rejected the use of imitation cheese on their pizzas. More
than 93 percent said they prefer all
natural cheese to imitation cheese.
And more than 81 percent of those
surv~yed reported they'd be willing
to pay between 5 to 10 percent more
for a pizza made with all-natural
cheese-which equals roughly one
dollar more per pizza.
"The results of our survey verify
what we suspected-Californians
want their pizzas made only with
natural cheese," says Adri Boudewyn, Director of Communications
Services for the California Milk
Advisory Board.
Pizzerias throughout California
are displaying the gold and black
Real California Cheese seal in their
restaurants, assuring th.e ir customers that they use only Real California Cheese on their pizzas. And
since Americans eat the equivalent
of 75 acres of pizza every day, it's
comforting to know that 90 percent
of California's pizzerias stick to the
tradition of serving up pizza made
with only natural cheese.
The CMAB isn't the only one
concerned about using only natural
cheese on pizzas. When the CMAB
progam debuted last year,

Goyer-

nor George Deukmejian proclaimed
October " Real California Cheese
Pizza Month" to " encourage all
citizens to share in the bounty of
our agricultural harvest by enjoying
a pizza featuring many of our state's
products."
California's 2,400 dairy families
have their work cut Ollt for them to
meet the needs of the state's 29
million residents. California dairies

produced more than 330 million
pounds of natural mozzarella, pro- ,
volone and other Italian-type cheeses last year to meet this need- ,
equaling 55 percent of all the cheese
produced in California. And with ,
Californians consuming 30 percent , ' '
more cheese per capita than the ' , ' ,
national average-it's no wonder '
that the cheese they want on their ; , ;
p izza is natural cheese.
•' , ,

"REAL CHEESE PLEASE"
Survey Results Reveal Californians' Cheese Preferences

81%

would pay up to 10 percenl more for
a pizza made with all-nalural cheese
lhan one made wilh imilalion cheese

Legals
TIJursday November 29, 1990

The Black Voice News
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS common law (Sec. 14400 EL Seq.
B & PCodc)
NAME STATEMENT
_

The following person(s) is

, (are) doing business as:
Inland Empire Eviction Etc.
4061 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92502
Tanya Humphrey
5200 Chicago Ave. H-6
Riverside, CA 92507
Jimmie Battle Jr.
5200 Chicago Ave. H-6
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by:
a General Partnership
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business nameo ornames
listed above on 11-13-90.
/S{fanya Humphery
The filing of this statement
docs not of itself authorize the use
in this state of a fictitious business
• name in violation of the rights of
~ another under federal, state, or
common law (Sec. 14400 Et. Seq.
~ & P Code)
:'
• Statement filed with the
' ; • County Clede of Riverside County
on November 13, 1990
'-~ · ,
I hereby certify that this copyis
' . . a correct copy of the original
IWCmcnt on file in my office
William Conerly
.County Cleric
File No. 908805

· i·

~jfk

•IP/11-1522 29 12-6
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
· . The following persoo(s) is
(are) doing business as

Nationwide College Planning
Se,rvice
• 23900 B Ironwood Ave. Su

292
·' Moreno Valley, CA 92388
Doyle Glenn Pigg
10745 Village Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92387
This business is conducted by:
an individual
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or names
listed above on November 13,
1990
IS/Doyle GleM Pigg
The filing of this statement
docs not of itself authoriu the use
in this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (Sec. 14400 Et. Seq.
B &. P Code)
Statement filed with the
County Cleric of Riverside County
on November 13, 1990 .
I hereby certify that this oopy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office
William Conerly County Clerk
File No. 908794

/PllJ·JS,22 29 12-6 1990
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
'The following persoo(s) is
(are) doing business as:
.FACE PLACE
6714 Broclcton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
Laba Brown
4290 Michael SL
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by:
an individual
This registrant commenced to

......

Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducted by:
Statement filed with the
a General Partnership
County Qcdc of Riverside County
This registrant commenced to
on November 5, 1990
transact business under the
I hereby certify that this copy fictitious business name or names
is a correct copy of the original
listed above on 11/1/90
statement on file in my office.
JS/Abner B. Velasco
William Conerly
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the use
CountyOcrk
in this state of a fictitious business
File No. 908606
name in violation of the rights of
Jl/6 JS 2229 1990
another under federal, state, or
common law (Sec. 14400 Et .. Seq.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS B & PCode)
Statement filed with the
NAME STATEMENT
County Cleric of Rivenide County
The following penon(s) is
on November 9, 1990.
(are) doing business as:
I hereby certify that this copy
Soto's Sports Cards
is a correct copy of the original
6272 Van Buren Blvd.
statement on file in my office.
Rivcnide, CA 92503
William Conerly
Andres Luis Soto
County Clerk
5480 Jurupa Ave.
File No. 908772
Rivenide, CA 92504
/P/11 · )522,29,12-6.1990
Joe Mario Soto
152 E. Randall Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
Miguel Benjamin Soto
NAME STATEMENT
5682 Mitchell Ave.
The following person(s) is
Riverside, CA 92505
(are) doing business as:
Richard Augustine Soto
HELP-U-S~LL Of
5480 Jurupa Ave.
Riverside/University
Riverside, CA 92504
1450 University Ave. Suite 1
This business is conducted by:
Rivenide, CA 92507
A General Partnenhip
Sharon McCann
This registrant commenced to
2843 Apple Ave
transact business under the
fictitious business name or names
Rialto, CA 92376
This business is conducted by
listed above oo October 27, 1990
an individual
JS/ Andres L Soto
This registrant commenced to
The filing of this statement
docs not of itself authorize the use transact business under the
in this state of a fictitious business fictitious business name or names
name in violation of the rights of listed above on October 17. 1990
another under federal, state, or
/S/ Sharon McCann
The filing of this statement
common law (Sec. 14400 EL Seq.
does not of itself authorize the use
B &PCodc)
in this state of a fictitious business
Statement filed with the
County Qerk of Riverside County name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
on November 5, 1990
I hereby certify that this copy common law (Sec. 14400 Et. Seq.
is a correct copy of the original
B&PCode)
Statement filed with the
statement on file in my office.
County Clerk of Rivcnidc County
William Conerly
on October 17, 1990.
CountyOerlc
I hereby certify that this copy
File No. 908614
is a correct copy of the original
/Pl 11/8,15.2229, 1990
statement on file in my office.
William Conerly
County Clerk
File No. 908137
STATEMENT OF
ABANDONMENT OF USE
/P/IJ-JS 22 29 J2-6 1220
OF FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
The following penon(s) has
NAME STATEMENT
(have) abandoned the use of the
The following pcrson(s) is
fictitious business name
HELP-U-SELL Riverside East (are) doing business as:
Landmadc Mortgage Co.
at 1450 University Ave. #I
RIG Servicing
Riverside, CA 92507.
1450 University Ave.
The fictitious business name
Riverside, CA 92507
referred to above was filed in
Richrnar Investment GP Inc.
Riverside County on April 6, 1990
California
Sharon McCann
This business is conducted by:
2843 N. Apple
Riverside, CA 92376
a Corporatioo
James 0. Cooper
This registrant commenced to
12080 Pigeon Pass B218
transact business under the
This business was conducted fictitious business name or names
by a limited partnership
listed above on November 5, 1990
/S/ Sharon A. McCann
Richard Johnson, President
This statement was filed with
The filing of this statement
the County Qerk of Riverside
does not of itself authorize the use
County oo October 17, 1990.
in this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
/P/11-15,22,29,12-6, 1990
another under federal, state, or
common law (Sec. 14400 Et. Sec.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS B& PCode
NAME STATEMENT
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Rivenidc County
The following person(s) is

fumish a satisfactory Faithful
7000 through Section 7145 of the
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS Pedormancc Bond in the amount
Business and Professions Code of
NAME STATEMENT
of one hundred percent (100%) of the State of California at the time
The following person(s) is
the total bid price. The City will
of awarding the Contract. The
(are) doing business as:
retain the proposal guarantee of the, Prime Cootractor shall have a
Creative Counseling Ministries first and second lowest responsible Class A Contractor's License or a
4608 Luther Street
bidden until time as the Contract combination of Specialty Oas C
Riverside, CA 92504
is executed. The proposal
licenses suffiecient to cover all of
Roslyn Turner-Clark
guarantees submitted by all other the work to be performed by the
4608 Luther Street
bidden will be released within
Prime Contractor.
Riverside, CA 92504
thiJly (30) days after the date of
This business is conducted by: the Award of ContracL
PAYMENT RETENTION
an individual
OPTION:
This registrant commenced to
WAGE RATES:
Pursuant to California
transact business under the
Pursuant to provision of
GOvemmcnt Code Section 4590,
fictitious business name or names Section 1773 of the Labor Code of the Contractor has the option to
listed above on 11 -15-90.
the State of California, the City of substitute securities for any money
JS/Roslyn Turner-Clark
Moreno Valley has ascertained the that is withheld under Subsection
The filing of this statement
general prevailing rate of wages
9-3.2 of the Standard
does not of itself authorize the use and employer payments for health Specifications for PUblic Works
in this state of a fictitious business and welfare, vacation, pension, and Construction, 1988 Edition,
name in violation of the rights of similar purposes applicable to the published by Building News, Inc.,
another under federal, state, or
work to be done. Said rate and
Partial and Final Payment, if there
common law (Sec. 14400 Et. Seq. scale are on file with the City
is compliance with all of the
Qerlc of the City of Moreno
following conditions: 1)
B&PCode)
Valley, and copies will be made
Contractor gives Agency written
Statement filed with the
County Qerk of Riverside County available to any interested party
notice within thirty (30) days after
on November 21, 1990.
upon requesL The City has also
the contract is awarded that it
I hereby certify that this copy determined applicable wage rates desires to substitute securities for
is a correct copy of the original
for federally funded contracts
money that would ordinarily be
statement on file in my office.
punuant to the Contract
withheld; and 2) Contractor
William Conerly
Documents. The contractor and
executes and complies with all
County Qerlc
each subcontractor shall pay the
items and conditions of Agency's
ldpcr of:
wrrent standard Form Aggrcement
File No. 909QJJ/P/
(1) the prevailing wage which is on file in the office of the
ntes as determined by the
Director of Public Works.
NOTICE INVITING BIDS Secretary of Labor pursuant to the
PROJECT NO. 88-45
provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act
OWNERS RIGHT
RECONSTRUCTION OF
waae decision applicable to the
RESERVED:
POSTAL AVENUE/BACK WAY pioject location; or
Within such limits as may be
AND CONSTRUCTION OF
(2) the general
prescribed by Jaw, the City Council
STORM DRAIN
pievailing rate of per diem wages of the City of Moreno Valley
IMPROVEMENTS
u ascertained and published by the reserves the right to reject any and
RECEIPT OF PROPOSAL:
State of California, Department of all bids, to accept, reject, or waive
Sealed proposals will be
Industrial Relations.
a minor variance in a bid, to waive
received at the Office of the City
"This project is
any informality in a bid, or accept
Oeric, located at City
federally financed by the U.S.
the bid or bids that best serve the
Administrative Center, 23119-B
Department of Housing and Urban interest of the City.
COuonwood Avenue, Moreno
Development (HUD) (24 CPR,
For technical infonnation
Valley, California, until 2:00 p.m. Pan.57) and subject to certain
relating to the details of the
on THursday, December 27, 1990, requirments including payment of proposed project and/or bidding
for the City of Moreno Valley,
federal prevailing wages,
requirements, please contact the
Project N. 88-45, known as:
compliance with "Section 3,"
capital Projects Division of the
RECONSTRUCTION OF
Affirmative Action Requirments." City of Moreno Valley,
POSTAL AVENUE/BACK WAY
The aforementioned are
Department of Public Wodcs at
AND CONSTRUCTION OF described in the Special Federal
(714) 243-3103.
STORM DRAIN
Provisions section of the bid
IMPROVEMENTS
documents. Additional information
By Order of the Moreno
TIME OF COMPLETION:
penaining to the federal
Valley City Council.
All work must be completed
requirements is available from the
Alicia Chavez, City Qedc
within sixty (60) working days
City of Moreno Valley, Economic
City of Moreno Valley
after the date of the Notice to
Development Division. The
IN CASE NUMBER RE:
Proceed.
contractor will be required to post MARRIAGE OF
OPENING OF PROPOSAL:
a copy of said rate and scale at the LIPSCOME
The proposals will be publicly job site throughout the period of
D9 3 5 1 g ORDER FOR
opened and read at 2:00 p.m., on
work on this project.
PUBLICATION OF SUMMONS
THursday, December 27, 1990, in
o R CITATION
the City Administrative Center.
STATE LICENSE:
Upon reading and filing
OBTAINING CONTRACT
The successful bidder will be evidence consisting of a
DOCUMENTS:
required tohave the proper
declaration as provided in Section
Plans and Contract Documcn11 contractor's license for the wodc to 415.50 CCP by STEPHEN
may be purchased in person from be done by the Prime Contractor in LIPSCOMB and
the Finance Department Cashier at accordance with the provisions of
it satisfactorily appearing
City Hall, 23119-B Cottonwood
Chapter 9, Division III. ~ection
therefrom that the defendant,
Avenue, for a non-refundable fee
of fifteen dollars ($15.00) per seL
Pl.ans and Contract Documents
may be requested by mail for a
non-refundable fee of twenty
dollars ($20.00) per set. Requests
should be addressed to Department
of Public Wodcs, Capital Projects
Division, 23119-A Cottonwood
Avenue, Moreno Valley, CA
92388. Plans and Contract
Documents requested to be mailed
will be mailed via U.S. Post Office
regular mail service only.

respondent, or citec JUDY
TOWNSEND, and it satisfactorily
LIBSCOMB cannot be served with appearing therefrom that the
reasonable diligence in any other · defendant, respondent, or citec
manner specified in article 3,
ROSEMARY TOWNSEND,
Chapter 4, Title 5 of the Code of cannot be served with reasonable
Civil Procedure, and it also
diligence in any other manner
appearing from the verified
specified in Article 3, Chapter 4,
complaint or petition that a good
Title 5 of the Code of Civil
cause of action exists in this action Procedure, and it also appearing
in favor of the plaintiff, petitioner, from the verified complaint or
or citee therein and against the
petition that a good cause of action
defendant, respondent, or citec and exists in this action in favor of the
that the said defendant, respondent, plaintiff, petitioner, or citee therein
or citee is a necessary and proper and against the defendant,
party to the action or that the party respondent, or citec and that the
to be served has or claims an
said defendant, respondent, or citec
interest in, real or personal
is a necessary and proper party to
property in this state that is subject the action or that the party to be
to the jurisdiction of the Court or served has or claims an interest in,
the relief demanded in the action real or penonal property in this
consists wholly orin part in
state that is subject to the
excluding such party from any
jurisdiction of the Court or the
interest in such property: NOW, on relief demanded in the action
motion of PETITIONER
consists wholly or in part in
Attorney(s) for the Plaintiff(s),
excluding such party from any
Petitioncr(s), or oontestant(s), IT interest in such property NOW on
IS ORDERED that the service of motion of DISSOLUTION OF
said summons or citation in this
MARRIAGE Attomcy(s) for the
action be made upon said
Plaintiff(s), Petitioner(s), or .
defendant, respondent, or citec by contestant(s), IT IS ORDERED
publication thereof in BLACK
that the service of said summons or
VOICE NEWSPAPER. a
citation in this action be made
newspaper of general circulation upon said defendant,respondent, or
published at, RIVERSIDE,
citec by publication thereof in
California, hereby designated as
BLACK VOICE NEWS PAPER, a
the newspaper most likely to give newspaper of general circulation
notice to said defendant; that said published at , California, hereby
publication be made at least once a designated as the newspaper most
week for four successive weeks.
lilcely to give notice to said
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED defendant; that said publicatioo be
that a copy of said summons or
made at least once a week for four
citation and of said complaint or
successive weeks.
petition in this action be forthwith
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
deposited in the United States Post that a copy of said summons or
Office, post-paid, directed, to said citation and of said complaint or
defendant, respondent, or citec if petition in this action be forthwith
his address is ascertained before
deposited in the United States Post
expiration of the time prescribed
Office, post-paid, directed to said
for the publication of this
defendant, respondent, or citcc if
summons or citation and a
his address is ascertained before
declaration of this mailing-or of
expiration of the time prescribed
the fact that the address was not
for the publication of this
ascertained be filed at the
summons or citation and a
expiration of the time prescribed declaration of this mailing or of
for the publication.
the-fact that the address was not
ascertained be ftled at the
DATED OCI'OBER 21, 1990 expiration of the time prescribed
CARVER E. HONN Judge
for the publication.
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION OF
Dated
IC 3 i q(
SUMMONS OR CITATION
ACTS Code 37098(01
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION
OF SUMMONS OR CITATION
CCP § 415.S0lb} 13-01743-301
Rev. 7/83

ORDER FOR
PUBLICATION OF
SUMMONS OR CITATION
Case No. FL 84660 Superior
Court of San Bernardino County
Upon reading and filing evidence
consisting of a declaration as
provided in Section 415.50 CCP
by MAURICE
MAURICE BRUCE

There's Excitment in Every Turn!

PROPOSAL GUARANTEE:

'••

•

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

you·111v>ve the results !
· Garden Centers Brimming With Christmas Gifts
. ,

If you're tom between buying either
practical Christmas gifts or fun Christmas
gifts, why not check out your local garden
center? They have gifts that are both
.p_ractical and fun .
,. , For example, you can fill a flower
pot or wicker basket full of gardening
tools. You might include gardening gloves,
garden ornaments, and hand held tools
like trowels, handsnips, and pruning
devices.
Wrap the container in brightly
colored Ch ristmas paper with a white
or red satin bow, and you've got a practical and fun present for the gardener
in your life.
You might create a new twist on
the tradition of giving homemade baked
goods for the holidays by packing your
treats in a flower pot or a hanging basket.
This gives you a unique and inexpensive
Wirf to tum the memory of Christmas
sweets into a lasting gift.
Garden ornaments are alWlrfS appreciated by the gardener who has an eye
for the overall appearance of the garden.
·Unlike Christmas sweaters or the latest
bestseller, garden ornaments will bring
smiles throughout winter and summer.
. .. . Wind chimes are a garden ornament
well-suited to Christmas gift-giving. Wmd
chimes add personality to a garden, and
they can serve as a melodious reminder

of the friendship you share with the recipient of your gift.
A sun dial is another memorable
g ift for anyone who likes to spend time
outdoors. From majestic wrought iron
sun dials to those with a country farm
look, these eye-catching accessories make
any garden special.
For the garde ner who seems to have
everything, consider bird baths and bird
houses. Bird watching makes a great complem ent to gardening. Include a book
about bird watching and a pair of field
glasses, and you've set the stage for your
favorite gardener to explore a new hobby.

Rathe r than going to the toy store
for another fad that your child will love
on Christmas morning and then quickly
discard, check o ut the selection offlowering bulbs which will bloom indoors during the winter (crocus, amaryllis, narcissus, for example) a t your local garden
center. You can introduce your child to
the beauty of nature and the sense of
fulfillme nt that comes from participating
in creation.
Of course, nothing beats a poinsettia
for pure C hristmas cheer.
Poinsettias add vibrant color to any
room, and they make the holiday season
come alive. Dignified enough for business
giving and warm enough for a close
friend, poinsettias are a delightful way
to show someone you really care. So
add a splash of color to your house or
to a friend's office and make the holiday ·
season come alive.
Garden tools are great both for
gardeners and for those who like to fix
up things around the house. Shovels, rakes
and spades always come in handy, whether
you' re planting a tree or shoveling snow
off of the driveWlrj.
Don't be deprived of the satisfaction
of g iving practical, fun, and o ne-of-akind Christmas gifts this year. Rush down
to your local garden center and see all
the beauty and color tliat awaits you.
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RANGE S HOW

LINCOLN• MERCURY• VOLKSWAGON

1600 Camino Real
SAN BERNARDINO

>889-3514
Se Habla (714) 824-0270
Espanol
.

<714

All prices plus tax. license. doc. & smog fees . All prices •
include all factory incentives & rebates.
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